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Abstract 
The study purposed to ascertain if the virtual church is a viable alternative to brick 
and mortar church; and uniquely tailored to virtual teleconference church. It delved into 
the perceptions of the elder population regarding the phenomenon of virtual church. The 
study also sought to determine whether there are obstacles in either physical or virtual 
churches that would impede spiritual growth and can be overcome. 
Suler’s analysis of virtual church attendee’s experiences guided this qualitative 
study and theoretical framework. The research was conducted through in-depth, semi-
structured interviews consisting of open-ended questions. The questions explored the 
perceptions of elderly congregants of the virtual teleconference church to determine how 
the virtual church affects their spiritual growth, the participants’ reasons for choosing a 
virtual church, and the participant’s comparison of their virtual church experience with 
their participation in the conventional brick and mortar institution  
This study found that for the elderly in a virtual church environment (a) neither 
their denomination nor physical proximity were concerns, (b) there is connectivity with 
the virtual teleconference church, (c) interaction is important, (d) the virtual 
teleconference church is not necessarily a replacement for brick and mortar church, (e) 
the elderly acquiesce to a changing world.  
Recommendations for further research include surveying a broader field of 
participants in virtual church, such as the population below the age of 65, the 
incarcerated, ex-convicts and their families, the differently-abled, homebound, residents 
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of nursing homes, rehabilitation and adult living facilities, hospice patients, and those 
who fear attending brick and mortar church.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
“God, who made the world and everything in it, since He is Lord of heaven and earth, 
does not dwell in temples made with hands.” Acts 17:24 
With the advent of pervasive electronic communication, conference calls, the 
Internet, and accessible technology, virtual reality communities have expanded their 
reach. The phenomenon of virtual reality communities has also emerged as a way to 
access the religious or spiritual experience. Associated with this pattern of change in 
communication, the volume of online church services has steadily increased (Estes, 2009; 
Hutchings, 2007). This study examined the virtual church experience, as it pertained to 
the elderly who chose to join virtual teleconference church services, in order to explore 
the impact of this changing model of access to traditional church attendance. 
To pursue the study of the virtual teleconference church, the origins of the role of 
the church in the lives of Christians provided a foundation for this study. The history of 
the Christian experience explains the nuances and evolution of its belief systems, and 
ultimately, increases the interest in the virtual spiritual experience. Thus, after a 
discussion of the origins of the church as a spiritual and physical entity, this researcher 
reviewed the arguments in support, or critical, of the virtual church experience.  
Evolution of the Christian church as a space for worship and gathering. The 
Christian church emerged from a movement that rejected the traditional forms of 
Judaism. The basis for Christianity originated from the principles of the teachings of 
Jesus Christ, who was born into the Hebrew faith, and many to whom he preached 
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believed him to be the long-awaited Messiah (Walker, Norris, Lotz, & Handy, 2014). 
Biblical researchers, Askew and Pierard (2008) and Noll (2012), have concluded that 
Christianity began as a faction of Judaism. However, a division was said to have 
developed with the belief ascribed to Jesus. Contrary to Jewish theology of the time, all 
people, Jews and Gentiles, would have an opportunity to repent and enter the Kingdom of 
heaven (Askew & Pierard, 2008; Walker et al., 2014). This new way of thinking brought 
about a conceptualized viewpoint of the temple as a place of worship. While Jesus did not 
reject the temple as a place of worship, his intention was to invite all peoples to have 
access to the inside of the temple without needing an intercessor (Keener, 2009). The 
disciples of Jesus, according to the Christian Bible, were inspired to share Jesus’ 
teachings to as many as would listen, in keeping with the commission Jesus gave them 
after his death and resurrection. According to the Christian Bible, in the Gospel of 
Matthew 28:18-20, Jesus appeared to his disciples and commissioned them to spread the 
message of salvation throughout the populaces. Askew and Pierard (2008), indicated that 
the disciples were considered the first missionaries because they shared the message of 
the Gospel as they traveled throughout Europe. Billings (2011) found Christian meetings 
originally did not take place at sites designated for services. Elaborate church buildings 
did not come to prominence until the third century.  
Development of church architecture. The development of church architecture 
was a public statement of acknowledging God. According to Schaff (1867), the houses 
represented the expression of worship where God could “hold fellowship with his people, 
and bless them with heavenly gifts” (p. 541). The construction of the church building 
signified a beautiful tribute to God. Schaff called these houses “sermon in stone” 
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(p. 541). These structures developed from the temple design in Jerusalem, which adapted 
the design from the original covenant for building the elaborate tabernacle created by 
Divine instruction in the wilderness (Schaff, 1867).  
According to Askew and Pierard (2008), the elemental teachings of the Christian 
faith suffered many difficulties, such as attacks, migration of people including non-
Christians, and holy warfare. Finally, after years of persecution, Christianity was 
legalized in the Roman Empire by Constantine the Great, in the fourth century (Askew & 
Pierard, 2008; Hawkes, 2006). The elaborate church edifices erected at that time were 
patterned closely after the Judeo temple (Schaff, 1867). A few decades afterward 
Theodosius I, Emperor of Rome from 379 to 395 A.D., proclaimed Christianity the 
official faith (Cook, 2012). The Roman Catholic Church, based on Christian principles, 
was born out of that faith (Bokenkotter, 2004). Roman Catholicism eventually became 
the religious and cultural authority in Western and Central Europe (Askew & Pierard, 
2008).  
The practice of consecrating or committing new churches evolved from “the 
dedication of Solomon’s temple” (Schaff, 1867, p. 544). This act of committing the 
church set it apart from pagan and secular uses, and it preserved the church buildings for 
services, praise, and worship of God, as well as for the equipping of God’s people. The 
intensive services included “prayer, singing, the communion, eulogies of present bishops, 
and the depositing of relics of saints” (Schaff, 1867, p. 544). These rituals became an 
important part of routine Christian services.   
There are those in the Christian body who believe the religious experience should 
only occur in the consecrated, brick and mortar church services. Labenek (2014) stated 
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that the position of the Catholic church is that church (the service) is only acceptable in 
the realm of the physical, meaning in the brick and mortar church, because gathering, 
fellowship, and community is fundamental to fulfilling the ordinances that God set forth 
for the church. The elaborate cathedrals of the Catholic church are designed specifically 
to honor God and invite Him in (Schaff, 1867). Wong (2008) proposed, regarding the 
Christian movement as a whole, “that the church is a ‘divine institution’ and a ‘human 
community’” (p. 822). 
According to Askew and Pierard (2008), Bainton (2013), and Mullett (2015), in 
1517, Martin Luther, a German monk, became disenchanted with the practices of the 
Roman Catholic Church. Luther’s faith and devoted scriptural study caused him to 
question and rebel against the ideals of the Roman Catholic Church. Askew and Pierard 
found that several others, including Ulrich Zwingli, from Zürich, and John Calvin, from 
Geneva, began to follow Luther’s ways of thinking. Luther, Zwingli, and Calvin began to 
disseminate reform programs called the Institutes of the Christian Religion. Religious 
historians, Askew and Pierard, Bainton, and Mullett relayed that the new way of thinking 
made its way through England, Scotland, and, eventually, America. Distributions of 
pamphlets, sermons, and other forms of communication helped spread the message 
quickly. The same researchers argued that the basis for Luther, Zwingli, and Calvin’s 
rebellion against the Roman Catholic Church came from their teaching that only scripture 
should have dominion over the Christian’s life. Thus, they preferred preaching Bible-
based sermons from the pulpit, instead of the Catholic dogma of papal interpretation of 
the scripture, which was taught at the altar during Catholic mass, and the emphasis was 
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placed on traditions. In protest, according to Askew and Pierard (2008), Bainton (2013), 
and Mullett (2015), the first Protestant church, aptly named Lutheran, was established. 
Eventually, many other denominations of the Christian foundational faith formed. 
Among these include the Apostolic Church, which based its teachings on the New 
Testament. The Baptist Church was also established, which based its teachings on the 
scripture Acts 2:38, believing that one should be baptized (Askew & Pierard, 2008). 
Other churches appeared that were considered under the umbrella of Christianity whose 
pedagogics were contrary to the original Christian philosophies, and they represented 
aspects of paganism and Judaism (Walker et al., 2014).  
The church as a space for community worship. According to Buschart and 
Eilers (2015), theological retrieval is “an organic expression of Christianity’s posture 
toward the reception and transmission of the deposit” (p. 22). This statement implies that 
Christianity is an historical, spiritual experience that relies on “prayers, community, 
mission, and worship” (Buschart & Eilers, 2015, p. 15). The biblical definition of 
“church” is the body of Christ, with Christ as the head, and Christians as the body 
(Winthrop, 1971). Askew and Pierard (2008) defined the church as a living breathing 
organism, not a building. According to the Compelling Truth: Got Questions Ministry 
website, “the original Greek ekklesia meant a gathering, an assembly” (Got Questions 
Ministry, n.d., para. 1), which is where we currently get the word congregation. Duff 
(2013), on the other hand, identified the word “ecclesiology” as meaning “architecture 
rather than Christian doctrine.” Wong (2008) proposed, regarding the Christian 
movement as a whole, “that the church is a ‘divine institution,’ and ‘human community’” 
(p. 1). Wong also stated that fellowship is more important than miscellany. Wong wrote 
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that the unity of the church should find its focus in the community, the institution, and 
unity in “space and place” (p. 1). It is important for the community to be efficient and 
powerful. Both Wong (2008) and Duff (2013) found that the importance of the 
nonphysical experience of spirituality lay in the physicality of the believers being in the 
same place to fully gain from the experience. Some researchers believed it was necessary 
to evaluate online Christian practices before dismissing the experience as “absurd” (Duff, 
2013, p. 23). Duff wrote that the main objection people have regarding experiencing the 
spiritual rites of religion online is impersonalization and lack of the human touch. 
However, Duff (2013) conceded that while this aspect of thought might have some 
credence, the idea can be attractive to some.  
An additional viewpoint argued for access for the elderly. Studies show that, in 
the case of some elderly, sick, and those who are dying, the spiritual experience is 
essential to their well-being (Arcury, Quandt, McDonald, & Bell, 2000). Their study 
explored the virtual spiritual experience as an alternative opportunity that might provide 
benefits as equally fulfilling, satisfying, and remarkable as the spiritual experience 
perceived as being found in brick and mortar institutions.  
Statement of the Problem 
The senior population of the church community is growing. There is a need for 
factions within the church structure to allow for systems to be put into place for the 
spiritual well-being of the elderly and all church attendees. Depending on the location of 
the attendee’s church house, the ease of travel to and from it can diminish over time. 
There are elderly people who have lost their mobility altogether, and they cannot travel. 
Others are in nursing homes, hospitals, or hospices, as well as the disabled, sick, and the 
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shut-in, who cannot get to an established brick and mortar church. There are also some 
who do not feel comfortable or safe leaving their homes, for fear of violence in the street 
and inside the church house. Such concern arose from reports of killings in the church; 
for example, in Charleston, S.C. where nine people were killed in a church during a Bible 
study class (Eversley, 2015). Although there may be alternatives to church services, there 
is no interaction nor time of fellowship with others. The connection becomes lost, and the 
once-involved, interacting senior is cut off from the rest of the church population. With 
the awareness that the brick and mortar church can hinder access to elderly members of 
the community, who seek the spiritual, and communal aspects of religious experience, 
this study explored the potential of the virtual spiritual experience to increase 
opportunities for both religious, and community connections.  
The history of the online Protestant church. With the establishment, and use of 
technology to create virtual worlds, virtual communities began to develop. Virtual worlds 
have global applications in art and entertainment. Instruction, education, research, and 
libraries, all began in the online community of the virtual world of games in the 1970s 
(Damer, 2008; Downey, 2014). Single-player games became multiplayer games, 
according to Downey, and thus relationships formed between the players who started to 
meet consistently online. Downey further stated that this virtual world, along with some 
other applications, was considered first-generation and ranged between the years of 1978 
and 1984. Second-generation virtual worlds ranged between 1985 and 1996, and they 
included more technologically savvy games. During this generation, the socially oriented 
world emerged, and Downey (2014) added that third-generation virtual worlds began in 
1997, and they have continued to grow until this present time. According to Downey, that 
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generation improved upon the previous generations of game playing and social 
interaction tools. Visually the applications were richer, more realistic, and visually 
appealing, opening the door for creativity in different genres of virtual reality. Moreover, 
according to Downey (2014), while the virtual communities expanded and became wider 
spread, the implications for virtual social life also accelerated and intensified. 
The virtual communities that exist within the virtual world have been so richly 
developed that opportunities exist for almost any kind of virtual interaction. Virtual 
communities have expanded into education and online schooling, virtual offices for 
working, virtual libraries, virtual dating, virtual visiting, and the enhanced virtual gaming 
that precipitated the movement (Downey, 2014).  
Mikoski (2010) noted that the technological and cultural transformation is more 
intense than ever. Mikoski also stated, as we are at the end of the Johannes Gutenberg 
age, the digital age is beginning. The digital age has transformed the definition of written 
communication of ideas that are commonly associated with the publication of the Bible 
for the common man. Gutenberg’s invention of the printing press facilitated the 
publication and distribution of missals, which disseminated the prayers and theology of 
the Catholic church (Epstein, 2008). According to Epstein, Gutenberg’s invention fueled 
the engine of the Protestant movement by giving all people, regardless of their station in 
life, access to written materials produced in large quantities. With the digital age, the 
necessity for a printing press has become obsolete. Information now can be disseminated 
more quickly, economically, efficiently, and with uniformity.   
At the time of this writing, society is experiencing and continuing to build the 
communications phase of this age (Mikoski, 2010). Communication within the virtual 
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community can be effective in a variety of ways; for example, telephone calls; text 
messages; e-mail; visual communication, such as Skype; video conferencing; online 
streaming; social media; computer live visual talking; and YouTube. All can be used to 
have a virtual relationship without being face-to-face or at least in the same room 
(Mikoski, 2010). Not only is this convenient, but it allows for the exploration of events 
and places that may not otherwise be accessible. These applications can also bring people 
together in ways that were not possible in the last decade, even to the degree of sharing 
common interests as diverse as conferences, concerts, sports, and spirituality.  
The virtual church evolved from these virtual settings. Mikoski (2010) 
acknowledged that this same virtual world or digital age found its way into religious 
expression in many ways. Mikoski found that with the use of the latest technological 
tools people in various places can attend a church service located in one specific location. 
Large screens and jumbotrons now allow service attendees, seated in the last row at 
church service, to see, firsthand, what is going on in the pulpit. In some cases, service 
attendees can even follow along with scripture without opening a Bible because a screen 
displays the text. Again Mikoski reiterated that newsletters and programs for events are 
becoming unnecessary, as e-mail distribution, and web postings have become the norm. 
With the virtual communities becoming accessible, popular, and convenient, the 
advent of the virtual church has taken on a life of its own. Technology has expanded 
since 1991 to include digital formatting instead of analog. The digital age has brought the 
computer to another level of impact and influence. With the computer now capable of 
new and expanded forms of usability, there are few limitations to what graphics and 
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video technology can do (Phillips, 2000). The possibilities continue to be reinvented and 
innovative with increased opportunity to impact the virtual spiritual experience. 
Theoretical Rationale 
This researcher looked through an insider’s lens as an active participant of a 
virtual teleconference church (Creswell, 2013). Adjustments within the church 
organization’s structural, symbolic, human resource, and political frames are necessary 
because of the differences in the needs one has as a participant in a brick and mortar 
church, as opposed to the needs one has as a participant in a virtual religious institution. 
Bolman and Deal (2013) stated the needs of the people and the community are deemed 
more important than the needs of the church leaders. Therefore, it is necessary to 
establish what adjustments are needed, if any, to create a virtual religious community that 
offers a comparable spiritual experience as that of a participant in a brick and mortar 
congregation. 
The qualitative methodological framework of this study focused on the effect the 
virtual church phenomenon had on the participants, and whether it helped them 
accomplish the desired spiritual experience they would have in the brick and mortar 
church. Merriam (2009) proposed that a phenomenological study worked well when the 
studied group had, or desired a common experience. Suler’s (2004) theoretical 
framework gave this researcher a basic premise to ask the necessary questions for this 
study. 
Grounded theory was considered in this study because this researcher was looking 
at a relatively new concept. Grounded theory is a systematic inductive approach, and it 
provides the researcher with an opportunity to create or discover a theory. This researcher 
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also examined this methodology because grounded theory focuses on social research and 
behaviors. Although there was a possibility new theory could have resulted from the 
issues raised by the data collected, this researcher determined more data was needed 
before a new theory could be established. However, the emerging story laid the 
foundations for future studies on this subject. A qualitative research design was used to 
collect the data.   
This researcher had three surrogate interviewers conduct in-depth one-on-one, 
open-ended interviews over the phone. This methodology was proven effective because 
of the responses of the participants who attended a virtual teleconference church. While 
researching for answers as to why the virtual church has become appealing, this 
researcher found direct communication with the attendees produced authentic responses.  
This researcher used Suler’s (2004) framework to guide the questions and to 
analyze the perceptions, intentions, and needs of the participants. Suler proposed that the 
virtual reality users perceive anonymity protects them. This idea, according to Suler, 
increases the appeal of virtual reality because of the ability to hide while interacting at the 
same time. This study looked at the viewpoint of the virtual teleconference service 
participant as it relates to Suler’s theory. A major ideology behind Suler’s theory is the 
invisibility factor. Suler proposed that virtual reality is attractive to some people because 
of the ability to be invisible in physicality while still having a voice. This researcher was 
interested in finding out if there was an attraction for the elderly to the virtual 
teleconference church because of the invisibility aspect. There were other theoretical 
viewpoints made by Suler (2004) that this researcher’s study pursued, such as anonymity, 
disconnectivity, personal connectivity, equality, sincerity, and altering perceptions.  
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This study also looked into the ways the virtual church informed the spiritual 
experience, whether it is becoming a more attractive means of attending church services 
for the elderly and disabled members of spiritual communities, or as an additional option 
to others. And the study examined the implications of its apparent rise (Hutchings, 2007). 
Statement of Purpose 
The purpose was to conduct a qualitative phenomenological study to ascertain 
whether the experience of the virtual church is an alternate means of spiritual fulfillment. 
This study specifically looked at the possibility of an alternative to the brick and mortar 
church for the elderly congregant who is unable to go out to the church house yet still 
seeks spiritual growth and guidance (Erichsen & Büssing, 2013). 
Research Questions  
The research questions that were used in this investigation are: 
1. How do individuals who are elderly describe their decision to attend a virtual 
church?  
2. How do individuals who are elderly describe their experiences of attending a 
virtual church? 
3. How do individuals who are elderly compare their experiences of attending a 
virtual church to that of their experiences attending a brick and mortar church? 
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Significance of Study 
This study examined the options for the elderly to participate in a virtual church 
service and have a spiritual connection without physically attending a brick and mortar 
church. The results established whether there were alternative ways to receive spiritual 
sustenance without going into a formal church setting. If so, then the elderly have a way 
to maintain the church experience without having to go physically inside a building. The 
research looked for weaknesses, such as confusion when callers interacted, and any issues 
that distracted from the participants’ experiences on the teleconference call. This 
researcher also considered the effects of the lack of physical contact with fellow church 
attendees and lack of visual creativity, for example, praise dancers. This study ultimately 
adds to any current research regarding the virtual church. 
Definitions of Terms 
Audio Teleconferencing – discussions held over a telephone line consisting of two 
or more callers for the purpose of meeting (Penrose, 1984). 
Brick and Mortar Church – architecture that is designed specifically for the public 
worship of God. The structural church is also known as a house of worship, and God’s 
house “among men, where He may hold fellowship with His people, and bless them with 
heavenly gifts” (Schaff, 1867, p. 541). 
Elderly – American definition of people 65 years of age and older (Openstax 
College, 2013; Orimo et al., 2006).   
Silent Generation – people born between 1928 and 1945 (Burke, 2015). 
Virtual Church – spiritual service held outside of the brick and mortar church 
without face-to-face contact or at least residing in the same room (Mikoski, 2010). 
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Virtual World – an environment created with use of printed works, telegraph, 
telephone, film, radio, television, and the World Wide Web to produce powerful 
experiences without a person’s physical presence (Damer, 2008). 
World Wide Web (the Web) – a forum consisting of millions of individual 
locations connected to the Internet containing information provided by, or to, the creator 
of that site. When a publisher of information and/or opinion wishes to make its content 
available on the Web, it commonly does so by creating a “website” and “posting” 
information to that site. Such a website is a collection of electronic messages maintained 
on a type of computer known as a “web server.” Typically, this is controlled either by the 
publisher or by a third party who is contracted by the publisher to provide “web hosting” 
services (Dow Jones and Company Inc. v. Gutnick, 2002, p. 32). 
Chapter Summary 
There is a need for access to a religious community for the population of elderly 
Christians who cannot get to a formal church. The church population is growing older, 
and there is not always access to transportation. Moreover, the mobility of the churchgoer 
might be impaired (Cooperman, 2012). Virtual reality has been incorporated into many 
areas of life today. This paper examines whether or not the virtual church is a plausible 
way to gratify the need for the religious experience without entering the physical 
structure and interacting with the community that exists inside a brick and mortar church. 
Given the history of the Christian church and the original purpose of the brick and 
mortar church structure, religious historians have explained the significance of physically 
being inside of the building (Duff, 2013; Schaff, 1867; Wong, 2008). However, 
according to other religious scholars, there is a need for the disabled, bedridden, elderly, 
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or sick, and shut-in to experience spiritual connection (Arcury et al., 2000). Duff (2013) 
acknowledged that the alternative, the virtual church, might have credence and contribute 
to the ability of participants to share a fulfilling religious experience. 
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Chapter 2: Review of the Literature 
Introduction and Purpose 
Studies of worship show that the church house within a community is the anchor 
of the Christian religion (Stroik, 2013; Turner, 1979). However, the spiritual context of 
Christianity did not begin with a brick and mortar edifice. This study examines the 
impact of technology on the worship habits of Christians, including the reliance on a 
physical facility for public religious practice. 
Before there was a Christian church, there was a Christian faction and a religious 
movement that arose from within Judaism. Christianity began with the principles of the 
Gospel of Jesus Christ, a man who was born and educated as a member of the Judaic 
religion and culture, and whom many believed was the long-awaited Messiah who was 
prophesied in the Old Testament of the Bible (Walker et al., 2014). Walker et al. stated 
that the brief ministry of Jesus Christ, which lasted for no more than 3 years, attracted an 
independent constituency within the traditional religious governance of the Jewish faith 
(Askew & Pierard, 2008; Noll, 2012). Christianity emerged from that movement and 
gave rise to a new spiritual concept (Walker et al., 2014). The Christianity movement was 
said to have given everyone, including Jews and Gentiles, an opportunity to confess their 
sins, their belief in Jesus Christ as Lord and Saviour, and enter into the Kingdom of 
Heaven (Askew & Pierard, 2008; Walker, 2014). This revelation also changed the 
viewpoint of the temple as a place of worship. According to Marx (2013), the second 
temple, based on the customs of Judaism, was a place of tradition that followed the laws 
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of the Old Testament. These laws dictated who was allowed to enter the city, the courts, 
the inner temple, and the Holy of Holies. The belief was God’s essence dwelled therein 
(Marx, 2013).   
Jesus taught in the temple. Even though he abolished the corruption within the 
temple, Jesus did not refute the temple as the House of God (Weinert, 1982). According 
to Keener (2009), Jesus did not reject the temple as a place of worship. However, Keener 
stated that it was Jesus’s intention to open the temple for all and to provide access to the 
inside of the temple without the need of an intercessor. According to Robert (2009), 
Jesus’s disciples were inspired to share Jesus’s teachings to whomever would listen, 
therefore, keeping with the commission Jesus gave them after his death and resurrection. 
The writings and teachings of the Apostles report that the resurrected Jesus appeared to 
his disciples, and he encouraged them to spread the message of salvation (Robert, 2009). 
Robert also explained that there is a connection in the Bible between the words “mission” 
and “sending,” establishing that “The main Greek verb for ‘to send’ is apostellein. Thus 
apostles were those sent to spread the ‘Good News’ of Jesus’ life and message” (p. 11). 
Askew and Pierard (2008) noted that the new believers were considered the first 
missionaries because they traveled throughout Europe sharing their faith. They taught the 
Gospel, or the teachings of Jesus Christ, in Jerusalem, Palestine, and Syria. They 
established themselves in the Hellenistic portion of the Roman Empire as well as in its 
capital. Within two generations, the disciples spread the Gospel throughout the 
Mediterranean. Robert (2009) noted that the early followers of Christ, who called 
themselves “the Way” (p. 11) met in “communities called ekklesia, or churches” (p. 11). 
Robert further explained that these “churches, therefore, were both the products of 
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mission and the organizational network behind the further spread of the message” (p. 11). 
According to Billings (2011), Christian meetings primarily did not take place in 
magnificent buildings nor in specific sites used for those assemblies. Askew and Pierard 
(2008) found that the elemental teachings of the Christian faith suffered many difficulties 
such as attacks, migrations of people including non-Christians, and holy warfare. Finally, 
after years of persecution, Christianity was legalized and legitimized in the Roman 
Empire by Constantine the Great, in the fourth century (Askew & Pierard, 2008; Hawkes, 
2006). A few decades afterward, Theodosius I, Emperor of Rome from 379 to 395 A.D., 
proclaimed Christianity the official faith (Cook, 2012). The Roman Catholic Church, 
based on Christian principles, was born out of that faith (Bokenkotter, 2004). Roman 
Catholicism eventually became the religious and cultural authority in Western and 
Central Europe (Askew & Pierard, 2008).  
According to Curtis (2010), before holding meetings mostly in homes, the 
message of the Gospel often was preached in the Jewish synagogues. Curtis also 
mentioned that there were no denominations in the early church. There was one Gospel, 
one faith, and one belief taught. Most recently viewed as reflecting a new strain of 
independence within the Christian tradition, technology has been embraced as an efficient 
and convenient way to reach those who desire a spiritual experience apart from attending 
a brick and mortar church (Hutchings, 2007; Wiseman, 2015). According to Wiseman, 
there has been an upsurge in the church’s use of technology since the onset of virtual 
communities. Wiseman (2015) also stated: 
Most churches already utilize websites and/or Facebook pages. Some have 
ventured into online prayer vigils, blogging, or live-streaming sermons and 
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creating interactive moments in worship through texting, Twitter, or other web-
based platforms. Some use projectors and screens for worship. Some use screens 
to show Twitter and texting posts, even incorporating these into the service or 
sermon. (p. 54) 
Differing from the popular belief that the elderly are not adapting to technology, 
there are strong indications that adults 65 years or older have begun to view technology 
as an opportunity to increase mobility and connections outside the home (Mynatt & 
Rogers, 2001). The American definition of elderly is 65 years of age and older (Openstax 
College, 2013; Orimo et al., 2006). A substantial percentage of the church community 
includes this generation (Sussman, 2002). Wiseman (2015) noted that the elder 
population has “become proficient as digital immigrants, learning the technology from 
their kids and grandkids” (p. 54). Wiseman found that the use of technology is 
fundamental in furthering spiritual fulfillment, through sermons, as a means to embolden 
participation in social justice movements and as a communication tool. Wiseman also 
validated the necessity of technology “to include persons in worship who are not 
physically present in the service and to engage in theological conversations with all kinds 
of persons, among others” (p. 54). This group would be able to gain access to Bible 
studies, one-on-one conversation with the pastor, and engage in other activities within the 
church. They would also benefit from contact with others and broaden physical and 
spiritual insight. According to Wiseman (2015), the possibilities related to using 
technology in the church expand the pastors’ access to those who are not physically in the 
church building. Wiseman also suggested the use of texting or corresponding via Twitter 
during the sermon. These uses of technology allow the pastor to answer questions from 
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the participants during the service in real time, enabling the pastor to alter the sermon 
accordingly (Wiseman, 2015).  
According to Smith (2014), while the elderly population has been slower adapting 
to technology than the younger generation, the elder pattern of usage has continued to 
rise. Smith’s research found that 60% of the elderly use the Internet, and are accustomed 
to the online experience. While a portion of older adults may have physical challenges 
that make it difficult for them to use technology, they are a small population that have 
difficult with everyday routines. Smith (2014) also noted that the elderly represent 46% 
of the users of online social networking sites.   
As reported in a recent study of the religious habits of the elderly, a random 
telephone poll conducted by ABCNEWS/Beliefnet found that “Sixty percent of people 
age 65 and older report attending religious services at least once a week” (Sussman, 
2002, para. 3). The author noted that for the 83% of adults in the United States who are 
Christians, religious services are conducted and experienced in a church building 
(Sussman, 2002). With the elderly population of the church community growing, the 
possibility is the attendance in the brick and mortar church will begin to decrease with the 
reduced mobility of the elderly. With this realization, the virtual church may become a 
significant alternative to the brick and mortar church for the elderly population for whom 
the church serves as a supportive and essential community (Wong, 2008). This study 
examines the perceptions of those in the older population who have participated in virtual 
church services to determine how their experiences compare with their perception of 
traditional church membership and how they view the impact of the change in their 
concept of the church as a community. 
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Significance of the Brick and Mortar Church Architecture  
Monotheistic believers, or people who worship one God, have had a place of 
worship since the beginning of the Old Testament. There were altars for worship and 
offering sacrifices to God, the tent of meeting after the exodus from Egypt, the first 
tabernacle, the first temple built by King Solomon, and the second temple rebuilt after the 
destruction of the first. Those who worshiped God needed a place that was representative 
of the people’s love for Him. These places evolved to become community oriented with 
space for groups of like-minded people to congregate, to fellowship, and to worship. 
From temples to churches, the meaning is the same. These were places to attend religious 
service to worship God (Turner, 1979).  
According to Stroik (2013), it is vital to the natural essence of humanity to have 
physical places to go to worship. This thought has been true from the creation of the 
temple in the Old Testament until now. Stroik described sacred architecture as, “A means 
for us to articulate the meaning of life for ourselves, our communities, future 
generations” (A Place Set Apart, para. 5). Stroik further stated “Moreover, to honor God, 
because, though He does not need our worship nor our temples of stone, He deserves 
them greatly” (A Place Set Apart, para. 5). Stroik also admitted that none of these places 
built by human hands can contain God; however, they are a testimony to His mercy, and 
manifestation in our realm.  
Likewise: 
The architecture of the sacred presents Christianity in a visually, tactilely, and 
sonorously in time. The sacred must come to us through all the senses, to 
surround us with intimations of what Abraham felt in front of the burning bush, 
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King David in front of the ark, Mary with the angel Gabriel, and the disciples at 
the feet of Jesus and at the foot of his cross. The stone underfoot, the wood of our 
seats, the smells of incense and of beeswax, the smoothness of marble, the 
strength of the cast-iron grillwork and rails, and the paint on the canvas – all help 
to create a sense of the sacred and prepare us for the taste of sacred bread and 
wine. (Stroik, 2013, para. 4) 
Adams (1986) declared the importance of religious architectural magnificence in 
his study of Mont-Saint-Michel and Chartres. Adams stated, “It expressed the unity of 
Church and State, God and Man, Peace and War, Life and Death, Good and Bad; it 
solved the whole problem of the universe” (p. 44). Adams suggested everyone was, and 
felt welcome in, the magnificent structure—whatever the century.  
Renn (2014) noted there were differences between the architectural significance 
of Catholic and Protestant churches. The Roman Catholic Church built upon the 
foundation that they were “the one, holy, Catholic, apostolic church of the creeds” 
(p. 19). The Protestant church focused on the spiritual rather than the physical, believing 
true Christianity to be “inward and spiritual” (p. 19). Regarding the architecture of the 
European cathedrals, Renn (2014) found that the immense Gothic cathedrals:  
Draw one’s eyes towards heaven. Their scale suggests the immensity of God and 
the church of which we are a part. The consistent use of Gothic architecture 
through the centuries suggests a connection to a church that transcends time. 
Their very design (e.g., stories in stained glass) proclaims the telos of creation – 
namely, the Gospel. (p. 20) 
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History of Virtual Reality, Online Groups, and Teleconferencing 
Statistics show that the Internet has become the tool that most emphatically guides 
everyday life today. According to Howard and Magee (2013), Internet users rapidly 
increased around the world between 2000 and 2011 by 528%. The statistics also show 
that “Seventy-eight percent of North Americans are Internet users” (p. 2058). With this 
order of magnitude, it appears as if the Internet has become embedded and accepted in 
American culture. The need for connection via text messaging, e-mailing, and instant 
messaging is a reality in the world today, as is noted by Howard and Magee. This 
connection has reached deep into the social network of friends, known and unknown, to 
the user. These forms of communication have opened doors to social networking, such as 
Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram, to name a few. The shared knowledge of various 
events, and newsworthy developments have also manifested through social media, and 
online groups. Howard and Magee (2013) suggested that face-to-face meetings heighten 
awareness of different movements within the experience. However, online and Internet 
tools, such as Facebook, are not only practical ways of meeting others and 
communicating, but they also produce interactive life experiences to those who would 
otherwise not be able to communicate. The use of these types of technology not only 
serve as catalysts in bringing friends together in virtual social settings, but it introduces 
strangers who have a commonality of purpose, views, or belief systems.  
According to Downey (2014), over 30 years ago, when virtual programs were first 
coming to fruition, they were not user friendly, which made it difficult for the common 
person to access them. However, in the past 10 years, Downey argued, because of the 
wide range of users of computer games, programming and interfaces have become easier 
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to use. There have also been many publications on virtual world environments across 
different areas of interest. Now, in this generation of technology, programs are readily 
available, and anyone can operate virtually, from children to seniors.  
Online Communities  
The research indicates that online communities began as gaming communities 
(Downey, 2014; Howard & Magee, 2013). Also known as the Virtual World, the date of 
the first introduction of this technology is uncertain. However, researchers agree that it 
was sometime in the 1970s (Downey 2014; Howard & Magee 2013). Online gaming 
communities, defined as three or more participants, primarily interact through a computer 
while it is online. There is little to no activity or connectivity offline. The key to online 
groups, according to Howard and Magee, is identification with one common goal. The 
concept expanded to the creation of other online groups consisting of those brought 
together by a common goal. There are support groups that use the same concept for 
outreach purposes via message boards and private postings in mailboxes. Howard and 
Magee (2013) indicated that “group membership greatly impacts an individual’s 
perceptions, motivations, and behaviors” (p. 2059).  
As virtual worlds and online communities began to grow, they expanded into 
academic and scientific environments such as “computer science, education, sociology, 
anthropology, and communication” (Downey, 2014, p. 55). During the first years of the 
21st century, the educational and social aspects of online communities began to 
materialize. Online schools began to grow and expand. Educators and the education 
system began to find ways of incorporating online classes into the curriculum. According 
to Shafer-Rankin et al. (2014): 
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Virtual education has become a focal point for policymakers interested in 
expanding education choices and improving the efficiency of public education. In 
particular, full-time virtual schools, also known as online schools or cyber 
schools, have attracted a great deal of attention. (p. 1) 
Eventually, according to Downey, online schools were brought to the forefront of 
technological thinking, opening the doors for every level of society to somehow make use 
of the opportunity that technology was giving. Downey acknowledged that virtual reality 
in education and society has increased very quickly in use and creativity in recent times; 
however, the history of virtual reality goes back at least 35 years.  
Dean (2012) noted that over the since the 1970s, civilization has passed through a 
radical metamorphosis. A large number of these changes are blatant and easily 
identifiable. Dean identified the categories for change as fashion, “clothing, music, art, 
literature, and cinema” (pp. 173-174). Changes have occurred in the way the public sees 
politics and how information is disseminated. Even the minor changes, or things taken for 
granted, have significantly impacted culture and society. Overall, according to Dean, the 
progression of technology has changed the way of thinking about daily routines, and they 
have brought past imaginations to current realities.  
Teleconferencing 
Teleconferencing is another way into virtual meetings. Information is transmitted 
in a simplistic way, using just a phone, a designated phone number, and a code unique to 
that meeting (Penrose, 1984). According to Penrose, the benefits to this form of virtual 
meetings are the cost effectiveness, accessibility to all involved, accessibility to 
telephones, and quick real-time responses.  
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The Virtual Church   
For some time, the Jewish Temple, and the Christian church were the core of the 
respective communities. The architecture drew the eye to reveal each community’s 
allegiance to Judaism or Christianity, Catholic or Protestant. Now in the 21st century, the 
focus on religious observance has turned inward, with the computer as the spiritual focal 
point (Phillips, 2000). 
According to Phillips (2000), the traditional church used to be identifiable by 
architectural details and accouterments, such as stained-glass windows, pews, statues, 
vestments, and the smell of candles or burning incense. Now the norm has become the 
technical array of equipment, such as cameras, lights, and multimedia. Phillips noted that 
technology is not only essential to a service but the music played during service as well. 
Technology provides the big screen set up for large or mega-churches as well as systems 
necessary enhance production and promotion. Wyche, Hayes, Harvel, and Grinter (2006) 
found technology interwoven into church culture in many ways. The use of podcasts, 
prayer request via e-mail, and viewing the hymnal lyrics on computer devices have 
become the norm. However, Wyche et al. (2006) also noted that trials may arise when 
using technology that was originally structured for the workplace. For example, the idea 
of technology in the workplace is to allow for efficiency; however, in the spiritual sense, 
technology can be the catalyst for a disconnect between the clergy and the congregation 
(Wyche et al., 2006). 
Just as schools have begun to rely on computers for teaching tools and virtual 
reality scenarios, such as online classes, so have some segments of Christianity. 
According to Phillips (2000), many programs may be utilized to hold information that is 
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necessary for church services. For example, the ability to store and organize large 
amounts of data increases productivity and capacity to distribute information to others in 
religious groups or singularly. Phillips also noted the capability to retain and organize 
music using computers that can create, remember, and enhance sounds. Synthesizers can 
produce sounds from different instruments, giving the impression of a full band when 
only using only a keyboard. Phillips mentioned that well-made electronic keyboards can 
produce many sounds that can “mimic those of the piano, guitar, saxophone, timpani, and 
other instruments” (p. 60). These conveniences can create enhancement for the virtual 
church. 
With technology in place, including the Internet, computer networking, and social 
networking, there is a clear path for church leaders to utilize and create another form of 
connection to church attendees and the community. According to Phillips (2000), 
“Improved interpersonal communication” (p. 62) has begun to impact the conducting of 
church services. Communication by phone calls, bulletins, and letters are now efficiently 
handled by e-mail, e-mail with attachments, and text messages. These elements of 
technology can reduce time and resources by eliminating the need for so much paper and 
time spent on the phone. While it seems to be an impersonal way of communicating, with 
the decrease in the amount time that most people have available to devote to spiritual 
pursuits due to busy and hectic life schedules, these changes in communication are 
possibly a solution to the need for a spiritual connection. Deneault (2003) discussed 
access and that it is as simple as going online to become connected to a source of spiritual 
enlightenment. Deneault also described God as a communicator, and while access to the 
Deity by way of technology may seem impersonal, to many it brings back a sense of 
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community lost to those with inaccessibility in the physical world. A study by Bartolic-
Zlomislic and Bates (1999) found that online activity can save time and allow for more 
information to be dispersed to the participant. However, the study also concluded that the 
time that was taken to train on usability was a downside. In the online church community, 
these benefits appear to outweigh the downside. For example, Phillips (2000) discussed 
“technology and the future of worship” (p. 64), correlating the expansion of technology 
and the need for expansion in Christian worship. If technology is the catalyst for the 
advancement of “human culture” Phillips explained, then those who worship God will be 
affected by these changes. If the computer encourages creativity and a relationship 
between the user and the program, the output can produce a closer relationship between 
the church and its congregation. Therefore, the ability and time spent worshipping God 
can be enhanced and extended past the typical time for worship in a brick and mortar 
church building. With the advancement of technology, the worship experience has 
changed.  
Phillips (2000) mentioned that the information placed on the Internet can be 
discussed on message boards and explained. This medium includes ideas about sermons, 
“articles and essays” (p. 65), various rites within the church, traditions, and philosophies. 
The opportunities now afforded to the church attendee have expanded to give each person 
a sense of belonging because of understanding, rather than belonging to, a name or 
denomination only. Technology use in worship services also gives the attendee the 
opportunity to explore how he or she wants to worship. Phillips found that with the 
Internet, each person can research and explore various denominations and other worship 
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centers and decide what best suits his or her needs. Also, attendees can interact and 
participate as much or as little as they wish. 
Statistics Related to Church Attendance  
There have been yearly surveys taken across the United States by Pew Research, 
and the numbers point to a decline not only in church attendance but religious affiliations. 
The decline appears to be more prevalent in the age 30 and younger group, as opposed to 
the more mature adult population. However, there seems to be a rising trend in how one 
shares the religious experience; and technology appears to be the connection between 
generations in some form or another (Cooperman, 2012, 2014, 2015; Lipka, 2013). This 
information shows the elderly Christian population as the primary participants in church 
services within the church building. The research also suggests that the younger 
population is using technology for their spiritual enlightenment.  
Christians Online 
Research confirms that there is a plethora of online activity that has spiritual 
substance. One out of five Americans actively participates in an online spiritual activity 
weekly (Cooperman, 2014; Dawson & Cowan, 2004). The same proportion tune into 
“religious talk radio, watch religious TV programs or listen to Christian rock music” 
(Cooperman, 2014, para. 1). These same studies found that almost half of the adults in 
the United States have seen or know someone who, typically, once a week shares their 
spirituality online.  
In a survey conducted in May and June of 2014, Cooperman (2014) found that 
“3,217 adults from the Pew Research Center’s nationally representative American Trends 
Panel” (para. 2), revealed the extent of Internet use by adults. When asked if they had 
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engaged in various kinds of religious activities during the previous week, 20% of 
Americans said they had used social networking websites or applications.  
For example, in a question regarding the use of Facebook and Twitter in one week 
for them to disseminate religious information regarding their spiritual beliefs, Cooperman 
(2014) found:  
46% said they had seen someone else share “something about their religious 
faith” online. The percentage of Americans who shared their faith online is 
similar to the proportions who said they watched a religious TV program (23%). 
Those who listened to religious talk radio (20%) or listened to Christian rock 
music (19%). Even more (40%) said they shared something about their religious 
faith “offline, in a real-life setting.” By way of comparison, in Pew Research 
telephone surveys conducted in 2014, 35% of Americans reported attending 
religious services at least once a week. The survey suggests that religious 
engagement through TV, radio, music, and the Internet: Complements—rather 
than replaces—traditional kinds of religious participation, such as going to 
church. Americans who said they frequently attend religious services were more 
likely to engage in these electronic religious activities than those who stated that 
they attend religious services less often. Moreover, white evangelicals and black 
Protestants, two groups with high levels of traditional religious observance, 
shared their faith online. They also watched religious TV and listened to religious 
talk radio more often than other large U.S. religious groups. (Goodman, 2014, 
para. 3) 
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Cooperman (2014) also found “nearly six-in-ten adults under age 50 (including 
61% of those ages 18-29) say they saw someone else share their religion online” (para. 4) 
in one week. Furthermore, “far fewer older adults (37% of those ages 50-64 and 22% of 
those 65 and older) say they saw online faith sharing” (Cooperman, 2013, p. 4) in one 
week. 
Other marginalized groups that attend church are those with disabilities or who 
are immobile (Eisland, 2005). According to Eisland, there are not enough 
accommodations made for those who are not physically able to move around with ease. 
Many churches do not have accommodations for those with difficulties getting from 
place to place. Eisland also mentioned the stigma that  those with disabilities experience 
when they attend church services. Often they are treated with pity, “prejudice, hostility, 
and suspicion” (p. 584). According to Eisland, these encounters represent a “city on a 
hill” (p. 584) for people with disabilities. There is a sense of isolation among the 
immobile within the church community, yet there is still a need for a spiritual connection 
to the community.  
Government Definition of Church 
The world of the virtual church, as well as the physical world of the brick and 
mortar church, is influenced by the scrutiny of the federal government. There are tax 
breaks, and benefits given to “tax-exempt organizations,” yet there are special tax breaks 
and benefits awarded to approved churches that are not available to any others. 
Moreover, although an organization registers as a church, not every church is considered 
to be one in the eyes of the government or, specifically, the IRS (Bloom, 2011; 
Hirschfield, 2010; Louthian & Miller, 1994).  
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According to Bloom (2011), Hirschfield (2010), and Louthian and Miller (1994), 
the definition for church has been an anomaly for the government concerning taxes. The 
church is entitled to certain benefits from the tax code that other companies or nonprofits 
are not allowed. While Congress was careful to respect the Establishment Clause of the 
First Amendment, a point of reference must be established to declare what qualifies as a 
church (Dean, 2012). According to Dean, the technological revolution has made the 
situation more difficult as the legalities of what defines a church for federal income tax 
purposes comes into question.  
When the average person speaks about their religious affiliation, whether they 
attend church services online or offline, they do not give a thought to what is considered 
a church as defined by the federal government, which is represented by the Internal 
Revenue Service (IRS). The existence of a brick and mortar church, as perceived by the 
congregant, does not necessarily meet the criteria for the official definition of a religious 
institution. According to Bloom (2011), Hirschfield (2010), Louthian and Miller (1994), 
the federal government has specific guidelines for what they consider a church. Bloom 
(2011) Hirschfield (2010), Louthian and Miller (1994) encountered an area of the law 
that allowed semantics to create law. One law, according to Bloom, is deemed 
controversial because the wording prevents some registered churches from reaping the 
benefits of their particular organizational status as a tax-exempt non-profit organization. 
For example, one point requires the church to have a congregation. However, according 
to Louthian and Miller, the idea is to have a lucid group of people who come together for 
the purpose of religious congruence. The size of the congregation should not be an issue, 
but instead, the consideration should lie in the motivation behind the meetings.  
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Bloom (2011) stated that the problem laid in the inability of Congress to 
accurately define church. The IRS created 14 points of reference to identify a better 
understanding of what determined a church. However, it is imperative to mention that 
because some courts found the 14 criteria to be unconstitutional, they applied the 
associational test. According to Dean, the associational test “evaluates whether the 
organization holds meetings that provide members the opportunity of fellowship and 
association” (p. 176). Therefore, the “fourteen points test” eventually was modified, thus 
adding a 15th principle. The 15 principles are used “in applying the analysis to determine 
whether a religious organization may properly be characterized as a church” (p. 2). 
Louthian and Miller (1994) stated that the IRS considers whether an organization 
has the following characteristics to receive church status:  
1. a distinct legal existence 
2. a recognized creed and form of worship 
3. a definite and distinct ecclesiastical government 
4. a formal code of doctrine and discipline  
5. a distinct religious history 
6. a membership not associated with any other church or denomination 
7. an organization of ordained ministers  
8. ordained ministers selected after completing prescribed studies  
9. a literature of its own 
10. established places of worship  
11. regular congregations  
12. regular religious services  
13. Sunday schools for religious instruction of the young 
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14. schools for the preparation of its ministers  
15. any other facts and circumstances that may bear on the organization’s claim for 
church status.  
The 15 criteria are not an attempt to quantify the factual circumstances required 
for recognition as a church. Determinations are not made solely on the number of 
characteristics an organization possesses. Given the variety of religious practice, 
the determination of what constitutes a church is inherently unquantifiable. 
Attempts to use a dogmatic numerical approach might unconstitutionally favor 
established churches at the expense of newer, less traditional institutions. (pp. 2-3) 
These 15 elements leave many gaps when considering the virtual church. Bloom 
(2008) found that organizations that share their message using “electronic ministry” to a 
“virtual congregation” may file a tax-exempt status (p. 496). However, these 
organizations “will find it nearly impossible to receive the advantages uniquely available 
to churches” (p. 516). Therefore, the category of the virtual church is ambiguous when 
dealing with matters of the law regarding tax breaks and benefits. It seems that the idea of 
“electronic ministry,” and “virtual congregation” lacks standing when tax law is applied 
(p. 517).  
Congregation/community and the government. The church congregation 
represents a human community with the church at the center as a divine presence, as 
stated by Wong (2008). The community, according to Bloom (2011-2012), can also be 
defined as virtual. Moreover, as previously mentioned, according to Buschart and Eilers 
(2015), the Christian experience focuses on the elements of “prayers, community, 
mission, worship” (p. 15). Therefore, just as the disciples moved from house to house, 
sharing the message of Christianity and forming new communities of worshippers (the 
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virtual church is doing the same (Askew & Pierard, 2008). This type of community 
includes telephone ministry. According to Penrose (1984), audio teleconferencing is 
recognized as a form of meeting virtually, using the same premise as a physical meeting.  
Bolman and Deal (2013) described an organizational structure as having goals 
and structures that fit the organizational culture, technology, and responsibilities, with a 
set of rules, established policies, and procedures. The virtual church, whether online or on 
the telephone, fits this criterion. The pastor, as the head of the organization, has the 
responsibility of taking care of the community, who, essentially, are the stakeholders. The 
virtual telephone-conference church has a mission statement (Appendix A), order of 
service (Appendix B), an organizational head, and a congregation. There is an established 
time for meeting of the church service as well as Bible study. Many of the requirements 
that the government uses to recognize a church as a religious organization can be used in 
defense of the virtual church.  
Second Life as Virtual Church   
How does this issue of standing affect full virtual communities like Second Life? 
Second Life communities are virtual in every aspect of their existence, and they include 
the virtual church (Bloom, 2011). Boellstorff (2008) found that there were millions of 
people across the globe who had their hands, at some point in their lives, online in the 
virtual world. One of the largest virtual worlds is aptly called Second Life. When one 
deals in another reality, other than what the public sees on a daily basis, a second 
personality, livelihood, or way of living, they are thought to have a second life. This 
second life is one that is private, and exclusive.  
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Second Life is a virtual world where Boellstorff (2008) stated that people create 
avatars into whatever image they desire. These avatars live in communities, purchase, 
and develop land, and build dwellings. Avatars have businesses, money, and lives that are 
not part of reality. They go on dates, get married, and have friends. There are stores for 
the avatars to sell and shop in for clothes and other virtual items. Avatars live a second 
life, outside of the physical realm of reality. According to Gelfgren and Hutchings 
(2014), in 2003 a company based in California called Linden Labs created this virtual 
world, and called it Second Life, a community in cyberspace where one can leave life’s 
reality behind, and begin a fantasy life of fantasy. There is no cost to join, which adds to 
its appeal. However, Gelfgren and Hutchings (2014) found that the members or 
“residents” can choose to: 
Pay to rent sections of land. Residents can also create their items in-world and sell 
to one another. These items could take any form, but popular options include 
clothing, houses, furniture, landscapes, plants, and animals. Residents appear in-
world as «avatars», and can design and adorn these in any form they choose. 
Humanoid characters are most familiar. Avatars can perform gestures, which can 
also be developed and sold by Residents. Second Life offers an unusual 
opportunity for low-cost virtual creativity and social interaction. (p. 60) 
As in any society, “Religious believers” who join this brave new world acquire 
and quickly create their church within the Second Life community. Christians begin to 
adopt the new technology for their ends quickly, and they begin “offering virtual forms of 
education, worship, and evangelism within a year” (Gelfgren & Hutchings, 2014, p. 60). 
This virtual religious experience is considered to be as real as the virtual community 
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within which it lived. The virtual church within the virtual world is not allowed, by law, 
to reap the benefits of the brick and mortar church.  
Essentially, the courts rejected the ideas of “electronic ministry,” and “the virtual 
congregation” (Estes, 2009, p. 1), without considering technological shifts within the 
church. This change described “a new gathering of believers . . . a church not in the real 
world of bricks and mortar but the virtual world” (p. 1). 
For an experience such as the virtual church to be fully realized, the virtual church 
must be defined, understood, and then recognized. A distinction is necessary with a full 
understanding of what the churches’ missions are, what they offer, and what, if anything, 
they get in return. There is an absolute distinction between online religion, where people 
are allowed the opportunity to participate in a religious activity, and religion online, 
where people receive information about religion (Gelfgren & Hutchings, 2014; Young, 
2004). However, according to Young (2004):   
If religion online and online religion are treated as two theoretical endpoints, then 
the issues of information provision versus religious participation, and primary 
reference to online versus offline activity, can be understood as two axes which 
extend between them. (p. 94) 
On the whole, virtual reality is showing up all across the religious spectrum. 
There are so many different types of communication technologies and ways to 
communicate that ultimately it was inevitable that there was going to be a crossover into 
the religious realm (Dean, 2012). Researchers have faced difficulty gathering information 
because the growth rate of all things on the World Wide Web, and technology has 
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become extensive (Helland, 2005). That includes the crossover into the view and practice 
of religion today.   
Theoretical Framework Examining Virtual Reality  
There is a school of thought that suggests that the power of new technology has 
led to what has been described by Suler (2004) as hiding in virtual reality. Suler 
discussed the 10 reasons that are directly related to why the lure of virtual reality is so 
strong. This researcher used the following seven indications of Suler’s (2004) 10 steps for 
analysis of the data: 
1. You do not know (dissociative anonymity). The person on the other end of the 
technology does not know who is on this end. There is no familiarity, 
therefore, there is no need to be anyone other than the true self; no judgment.  
2. You cannot see (invisibility). This allows the virtual church participant to hide 
in plain sight; no scrutiny or (again) judgment by church members. There are 
no awkward pauses when meeting for the first time, (e.g., “will all first time 
visitors please stand”). 
3. Later (asynchronicity). This allows the disconnect to be swift; no lingering at 
the end of service or small talk necessary.  
4. It is all in the head (solipsistic introjection). The spiritual message becomes a 
personal one without the finger pointing. 
5. We are equals (minimizing authority), there is no figurehead staring down 
from the pulpit in an authoritative manner. Everyone is equal in cyberspace.  
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6. True self. Again, there is no judging. In the comfort of the space where one 
decides to reside during their time in virtual spirituality, they can be genuine, 
praise, and worship with abandon.  
7. Altering Self Boundary. There are some who react negatively regarding 
anything virtual. However, when the participants become involved in this 
movement, they have to assess themselves, and alter their points of view. 
They have to take a step out of their comfort zone to make full use of the 
experience. 
Virtual reality is, in itself, a form of expression. Technology is the tool to bring 
that expression to fruition. The effect virtual reality has on life has increasingly become 
apparent. Suler noted virtual reality had brought shy students, the elderly, and sick to 
have a social life. Internet users find it easier to open up and drop inhibitions than those 
who make eye-to-eye contact (Joinson, 2001; Lapidot-Lefler & Barak, 2012; Leung, 
2002; Suler, 2004). Suler found that when the invisibility factor is involved, the 
participant is more likely to become more involved. Also, awkward conversations are not 
necessary, as there is no hindrance to disconnecting when the conversation has run its 
course. Suler also noted that face-to-face, a conversation could become uncomfortable if 
it appears to be confrontational. However, Suler also indicates that a virtual conversation 
can be a hands-off approach, which works well for the powerful sermon that gives the 
impression of direction toward a particular individual without causing embarrassment.  
Suler (2004) also wrote that there is a one-level playing field with no true 
hierarchy; an important fact in virtual church, because the participants would not feel left 
out or lesser than the other congregants. A level playing field makes it easier to open up, 
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allowing the true self to surface without fear of judgment. Finally, Suler, while finding 
the concept of virtual church revolting, personally, admited that it allows the participants 
to expand limitations and try new ideas. Suler’s (2004) framework provides a lens for 
examining the perceptions of those who feel comfortable interacting with an online 
religious community. Suler gaves insight into the various personality types and the 
perceptions of convenience and comfort while receiving spiritual gain. 
Chapter Summary 
The research thus far has given an overview of the brick and mortar church, the 
history of why the church came about, and its necessity; the need to look after the aging 
church population, and how to meet their needs. The brick and mortar church has gone 
through many changes over the last 2015 years. First, the Christian church began after the 
death of Jesus Christ, when his disciples began to preach his Gospel. Research states the 
individual believer in Christ who, together with the other believers, makes up the body of 
Christ, initially met in the Hebrew synagogues and each other’s apartments and homes. 
There was not one stable place or building for many years after the establishment of the 
church. Under the edict of Caesar Constantine I, the Roman Empire instituted a religion 
built on the teachings of the disciples according to the Gospel of Jesus Christ. The church 
experienced protests from those who did not agree with the way the Romans were 
teaching the word of God. These protestors, one being Martin Luther, formed other 
denominations of worship known as the Protestants.  
In recent years, attendance in traditional church has begun to decline, leaving 
many to contemplate the reasons why. Some lose a place to worship due to church 
closures, and some are unable to attend due to time restraints. Still others leave because 
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of disagreements with the church’s teachings. With the advent, development, and rise of 
technology in the form of the Internet, message boards, and e-mails, the opportunities for 
communication between the church and the believers has increased. There is now an 
opportunity to reach out that was not in existence before. Churches can offer more, and 
believers can be discerning in finding out if what they are searching for is part of a 
particular doctrine. The age of computers and online access has opened the door for many 
possibilities for church worship. 
As a member of, and a minister serving on, a virtual teleconference church, as 
well as a former distributor of an e-mail ministry, this researcher is very interested in the 
outcome of this study. As an insider, the interests lay in the future enhancement of the 
spiritual experience for elderly participants. While looking through the lens of an 
outsider, the attempt is to understand how the needs of the elderly can be satisfied 
virtually and organizationally, acknowledging the church as an organization. 
When Gelfgren and Hutchings (2014) wrote about LifeChurch.tv participants, 
they noted that the virtual participants, or avatars, associated with each other and 
worshiped communally. Gelfgren and Hutchings also found the attendees claimed that 
services within this virtual church created a sense of community. According to Estes 
(2009), one virtual church attendee explained his experience:  
That Sunday morning, as I walked to the church, I was a bit unsure how the visit 
would play out. The church belongs to a different denomination than mine but, 
even more than that, I just didn’t know what the experience would be like. You 
know what it’s like to go to a new church—big fear of the unknown. As I walked 
down the street, I didn’t see the church at first, even though I now know it to be 
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quite large and distinct. The building was modeled after a glorious European 
cathedral, though sized down a bit. Surprisingly, the gray stone walls didn’t make 
the building feel cold or unwelcoming. As I got ready to enter the front door, I 
saw the pastor just inside and heard him greeting folks as they arrived. One of the 
information boards listed some of the church’s beliefs and purposes, which set me 
much more at ease. I tooled around outside until the pastor left the greeting area 
and got ready to start the service. I finally went into the building; its atmosphere 
was welcoming, and I had only once or twice before been in services in cathedral-
like setting pews. Well, I hadn’t done that in a while, so I found one near the 
back, of course. I realized after I had plopped down that I was awkwardly close to 
a young woman and slightly embarrassed. I got up and shuffled down the pew a 
few more feet. Some other guy sat down next to me. The service began. The 
worship was way more liturgical than I was used to, but okay. The message by the 
pastor was way better than I had expected, though it was too brief, at least 
compared with what I was used to. It was orthodox, biblical, and meaningful. 
After the benediction, I said hi to a few people, and I saw the pastor make his way 
out the front of the building to greet everyone as they left. When I made it outside, 
I found that some of the attendees had stuck around and were joking about the 
accents of people from different parts of the world. I joined in the conversation 
for about 10 minutes, but realizing time was passing, I said my goodbyes and 
headed back out the front yard and down the road. (pp. 10-11) 
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According to Estes (2009), this story could have been regarding a Second Life 
Church or a brick and mortar church, making the point, if the person is getting something 
out of the service, is there a difference? 
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Chapter 3: Research Design Methodology 
Introduction  
The appeal for senior citizens to forego physical attendance in a brick and mortar 
church is because the Internet is user friendly and because of the ability for senior 
citizens to attend church services online or over the phone. Many senior citizens 
appreciate the independence afforded with the advent of this technology (Mynatt & 
Rogers, 2001). This study looked at the virtual church as a possible alternative to the 
brick and mortar churches for elderly Christians. The American definition of the elderly 
is 65 years of age and older (Openstax College, 2013). Moreover, according to Burke 
(2015), “85% of the silent generation (born 1928-1945) call themselves Christians” (para. 
1).  
As previously stated, ABCNEWS/Beliefnet conducted a random telephone poll, 
using a national sample of 1,008 adults. The results found “Sixty percent of people age 
65, and older report attending religious services at least once a week” (Sussman, 2002, 
para. 3). The author noted that 83% of adults in the United States are Christians, and 
religious services for that demographic means a brick and mortar church (Sussman, 
2002).  
Specifically, this study examined the participants’ perspectives of spiritual 
fulfillment; seniors, adults over the age of 65 years, who chose to join virtual religious 
communities. This researcher looked at the virtual church as a viable alternative to 
physical church attendance and how the processes for sustaining the churches compare. 
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Many Christian pastors are benefitting from the advantages of live streaming on the 
Internet because of its cost effectiveness and easy access. These services have become the 
basis of online ministries that offer new and exciting prospects as well as challenges 
(Bekkering, 2011). At the same time, the church community is increasing in its senior 
population. In fact, as of 2013, the U. S. Department of Health and Human Services 
(2014) identified 44.7 million Americans over 65 years of age, representing 14 points 
(1%) of the entire population. Further, the Department of Health and Human Services 
found that the population over the age of 65 years old would increase from 44.7 million 
in 2013 to 98.2 million in 2060, as seen in Figure 3.1.  
 
 
Figure 3.1. Increments in years are uneven. Population increase (in millions) of people 65 
years and older from 1900 to 2060. Adapted from “A Profile of Older Americans: 2014,” 
by the Administration on Aging, Administration for Community Living, U.S. Department 
of Health and Human Services, 2014, p. 3. Copyright 2014 by U.S. Department of Health 
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and Human Services. Original source: U.S. Census Bureau, Population Estimates and 
Projections. 
Church leaders understand the need for systems to be put into place within the 
church to allow for the spiritual well-being of elderly church attendees. Depending on the 
location of the attendee’s church house, the ease of travel to and from the brick and 
mortar church can diminish over time. There are those who have lost mobility altogether 
and cannot travel, and others who are in nursing homes, hospitals, or hospice. There are 
also those with disabilities or sickness, and they are shut in. Although there may be 
alternatives to church services, such as radio and television, there is no interaction with 
others or no active fellowshipping. There is no longer a connection, and the once-
involved and interacting senior is cut off from the rest of the church population (Estes, 
2009). However, Estes (2009) acknowledged the effectiveness of interaction on phone 
calls and the Internet. 
The following research questions guided this study: 
1. How do individuals who are elderly describe their decision to attend a virtual 
church? 
2. How do individuals who are elderly describe their experiences of attending a 
virtual church? 
3. How do individuals who are elderly compare their experiences attending a 
virtual church to that of their experiences attending a brick and mortar church? 
To answer the research questions, this researcher determined a qualitative study 
provided the kind of data that most effectively supported a meaningful response to the 
queries. Specifically, a phenomenological study which was guided by Suler’s (2004) 
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research on anonymity in the virtual community that ascertained whether the 
phenomenon, the experience of the virtual church, is an efficient way to spiritual 
fulfillment. This study examined the potential alternative to the brick and mortar church 
for the elderly who are unable or unwilling to go out to the church house. These seniors 
are still seeking spiritual growth and guidance (Erichsen & Büssing, 2013). Creswell 
(2012) noted that the definition of the word phenomenon is an event experienced by more 
than one individual. This study is looking into the individual experience within the virtual 
church, specifically the virtual teleconference church.  
Positionality. The narratives received in response to a qualitative researcher’s 
queries are viewed differently when the researcher is looking through an insider or 
outsider lens. The questions asked and the expected responses can be a direct result of the 
position of the researcher to the participant (Greene, 2014). This researcher looked 
through the insider’s lens. The study participants virtually attended the church where this 
researcher is an ordained minister; however, she is not the pastor of the church. This 
researcher is a member of the congregation, and she is familiar with the members of the 
church. This researcher is also involved with the vision of the church in the virtual realm.  
Greene (2014) pointed out positives and negatives regarding an insider’s lens. For 
example, three positive perspectives are awareness of surroundings, familiarity, and easy 
access. However, there are negatives as well. Bias and subjectivity, according to Greene, 
are issues that could affect the outcome of the research. It was imperative to this 
researcher to remain unbiased and transparent, keeping the focus on the integrity of the 
study and its results. 
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While identifying with the Christian community, this researcher could not identify 
in the same way with the participant’s demographics because of the difference in age and 
physical capacity of the sample population included in the study. This researcher looked 
through an outsider’s lens at the data collected, delving into how the church can fulfill the 
needs of those in the study.   
Research Context  
Given that the elderly population in the Christian church is increasing and 
growing older, this researcher sought to understand the relationship between virtual 
church attendance and spiritual fulfillment. Moreover, the study found out whether the 
virtual church was viable for those who desired a church community and spiritual 
experience but were unable to attend church in person. This researcher also looked at 
whether the perception of the quality of the virtual experience by the participants in the 
study was comparable to attendance in a physical church structure. 
For this study, the virtual church was a Christian religious service that was 
accessible by use of teleconferencing. Teleconferencing was the primary focus of this 
study because of the opportunity for the elderly to participate in an interactive, virtual 
religious community. Most virtual services stream a church service via a web connection, 
and they are one-way communication tools. The communication is from the television, 
laptop, or any device that can utilize the Internet. The live streaming interaction involved 
a message board and hyperlinks to other forms of social media, for example, Facebook, 
and Twitter (Bekkering, 2011). However, the teleconference component allowed the 
receiver, who was the listener, to respond to the sender who was the speaker. All who 
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were on the call could hear each other in real time. This setup supports the idea of an 
interactive virtual community.  
This study applied a phenomenological framework within a qualitative 
methodology. The use of a phenomenological study was to find out if the phenomenon of 
the virtual church produces the same experience for the elderly who desire a church 
community and spiritual atmosphere, just as they would in a brick and mortar church 
(Merriam, 2009).  
The purpose of using phenomenological inquiry was to touch on the essence of 
the perceptions of the participants regarding spirituality and the virtual church. The 
phenomenological approach engaged the participants in deep conversation regarding their 
experiences, using a qualitative methodology of open-ended, semi-structured interview 
questions. The phenomenological aspect gave this researcher the opportunity to 
investigate and explore the experiences of the participants according to each narrative 
recorded.   
It was this researcher’s intention to understand whether the phenomenon of the 
virtual church had any effect on the participants. This researcher specifically sought to 
delve into the participants’ thoughts on the decision to attend a virtual church, the 
effectiveness of the virtual church, and the fulfillment and spiritual growth within the 
virtual church (Creswell, 2013). 
Finally, this study explored the responses of the elderly regarding their choice to 
consider and utilize the virtual church either in addition to or instead of a brick and 
mortar edifice. To that end, the study examined the potential for technology to connect to 
spiritual needs in creating a virtual service by analyzing the perceptions of the study 
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participants. The study examined whether the use of technology and its development of 
virtual reality could effectively bring an interactive spiritual environment to the 
respondents by using the rich description derived from qualitative interviews of the 
participants in virtual reality technology.  
The church community’s senior population is increasing in size as the silent 
generation, and the baby boomer generation continues to age. The ease of travel to and 
from church decreases over time for this population. There is a broad range of 
circumstances that contribute to making travel challenging for seniors. The challenges are 
loss of mobility, limiting medical conditions, and varied living arrangements including 
nursing homes, hospitals, or hospices. Although there may currently be alternatives to 
church services, for example, televangelists and religious radio programs, there is no 
interaction with others nor fellowship with that media (Bekkering, 2011). 
Research Participants  
The participants were those who attended virtual teleconference church services at 
the time of the interviews. All of the participants were members of The Living Water 
Church, a virtual teleconference church based in New York, so a snowball sample was 
employed to attempt to broaden the sample. Noy (2008) stated the use of snowball 
sampling is widespread in qualitative research for diverse disciplines in the social 
sciences. Snowball sampling essentially uses a method of word-of-mouth dissemination 
to obtain participants. Prior to initializing the snowball sampling, this researcher 
approached seven pastors regarding their knowledge of virtual teleconference churches. 
None knew of any, and though assistance was requested to find other virtual 
teleconference churches, none of the pastors followed up. One pastor did not receive the 
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idea and did not offer to help. Therefore, for this study, a letter was sent to the 
congregants of the same church attended by this researcher, describing the purpose and 
methodology of the study, and inviting members to participate. The letter was sent to the 
prospects either by e-mail or post office; it described the reason for the study and the 
interview process. The letter also indicated that everyone would not be chosen to 
participate in the study.  
Based on the information given in response to the letter, participants were 
selected. Those contacted were asked to forward the letter they received to others they 
believed would be interested and who fit the criteria described in the letter, who might 
possibly be unknown to this researcher. The letters were sent to the entire congregation 
with the request that the recipients forward the letters to others fitting the criteria, thus 
invoking the snowball sampling. Only one person responded to the snowball sampling. 
The individual was a caller to the host church who listened in with a friend who did not 
fit the criteria of the study participants. The original requirement of 10 volunteer 
participants matching the identified population required by the study was not met within 
the time frame. Therefore, the study proceeded with nine volunteer participants. It was a 
purposeful sample because this researcher specifically sought those over the age of 65 
with or without mobility challenges. The interviews were conducted via telephone by 
three surrogate interviewers who did not know each other, nor had any affiliation with the 
virtual teleconference church. This researcher did not have contact with the chosen 
participants during the interviews. The interviewers were trained by this researcher on 
the interview process for this study. All interviews were recorded via iPad, downloaded 
into a password-protected Dropbox, and transcribed by rev.com, a transcription service. 
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Only this researcher has the password to the Dropbox account. After the dictation was 
finished and received into this researcher’s e-mail, the information was saved in a 
Dropbox file, deleted from the e-mail, and the recording was double checked for 
accuracy. This researcher stored the paper transcripts in a locked strongbox, and only this 
researcher has access to the key. It is acknowledged that there is implicit bias from this 
researcher because of a relationship with the church, pastor, and participants. However, 
the bias was overcome through the research methods, including an external review of the 
interviews and cross-coding.  
Data Collection Instruments 
Permission to approach the congregation for the purpose of this research was 
requested from the pastor of the participating church, The Living Water Church, in the 
form of a letter (Appendix C). The initial contact with the participants was a letter 
attached to an e-mail or mailed through the United States Postal Service, detailing the 
study and the purpose of the study. A qualitative research methodology, snowball 
sampling, was utilized to obtain a broader scope of participants to choose from. 
Therefore, the letter requested that the initial recipients forward the information to others 
who might meet the criteria (Appendix D). A letter was also issued in the same e-mail or 
postal mail requesting permission to interview and record the responses and ensuring 
confidentiality (Appendix E). No participants were acquired from outside of the study 
church through snowball sampling.  
Each selected participant received an e-mail request from this researcher to 
participate in the study and was asked to schedule an interview. This researcher 
coordinated the schedule for the interviews. The study participants received informed 
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consent forms prior to their interview, which both the researcher and the participant 
signed. The consent form provided a full disclosure of the research process and it allowed 
the participants to opt out of the interview at any time. Once the signed consent forms 
were received, the interviews were scheduled.  
Brinkmann and Kvale (2015) stated that the interview in a phenomenological 
study, using qualitative research, “has been relevant for qualifying the mode of 
understanding” (p. 30). Therefore, the interviews consisted of open-ended questions with 
the intention of receiving narrative answers (Appendix F). The interviewers, all three 
millennial age college students, were trained to take note of non-verbal cues including 
voice inflections during the interviews. The questions and responses were recorded on an 
iPad, stored in a password protected Dropbox account that only this researcher has the 
password to, and then deleted from the iPad. The information collected included self-
reported demographics. There was a comparison of the number of years in church 
attendance at a brick and mortar church, if applicable, and the reason for calling the 
virtual teleconference church. Each participant that was identified and recruited was 
assigned a pseudonym (color) by the interviewer. That pseudonym color was used in all 
notes and documents thereafter, then the colors were changed to numbers for the final 
analysis.  
The aim of the data collection process in this study was to use the rich qualitative 
data to identify and observe patterns and themes. These strengths described by Miles and 
Huberman (1994) allowed this researcher to gain a good sense of what “real life” was 
like for the study participants. Further, qualitative data provided a richness of 
understanding and the capability of delving into the intricacies of the participants 
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experiences attending the virtual church. The participants’ experiences provided a rich 
description of what the virtual church meant to them (Geertz, 1973). This researcher 
looked for detailed descriptions of participants’ experiences within the virtual and brick 
and mortar churches. Questions were open-ended to search for the reactions and 
participants’ perceptions of the experiences of attending a virtual church. The data was 
sorted based on frequency and saliency of words, phrases, commonalities, and reactions, 
and they were recorded in a chart. Once the data was sorted, it was coded and cross-
coded using an Excel workbook. The analysis was constructed from the data collected. 
From the results, the conclusions were drawn from this sample population as to the 
perceived effectiveness of the virtual church as it relates to senior citizens and their 
spiritual fulfillment.  
The mission statement for the Living Water Church (Appendix A), which was 
created by church clergy, was obtained from the virtual teleconference church. The 
mission statement was written when the Living Water Church was a brick and mortar 
building, prior to becoming a virtual teleconference church. Mission statements set forth 
a shared purpose. Viewing the mission statement allowed this researcher to contextualize 
and triangulate the information provided by the study participants. The mission statement 
aided in the understanding of the purpose of the church model. The mission statement 
was applicable to the brick and mortar church as well as the virtual teleconference 
church. 
Data Analysis Procedures 
Based on the data collected an analysis was made, coded, and patterns were 
created. Themes emerged, and the findings aligned with the research questions. From the 
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results, this researcher determined how the selected participants perceived their 
experience with the virtual church as it relates to their spiritual well-being. 
Recommended data management and storage security systems occured. The participants 
identities were protected through the use of pseudonyms (colors), and with the key, all 
electronic data was stored in a password protected file. Hard copy files for this study are 
protected via storage in a locked strong box, and they can be made available only to this 
researcher. This researcher sent audio files from each interview to Rev.com for 
transcribing. This researcher stored all data on a password-protected laptop computer, 
with this researcher as the only person with access to the data. Efforts were made to build 
the credibility and trustworthiness of the study findings by examining each data source to 
edify and benefit others (Marshall & Rossman, 2011). 
This study used the code manual, including both inductive and descriptive coding, 
to test the reliability across cases. A code was considered of little or no value if it only 
appeared in one instance. A process of cross-checking coding, combining codes, and 
finding links between codes gave this researcher theme ideas. Processing the summary of 
the themes that came from the coding produced basic themes. These were narrowed down 
to produce stronger, descriptive themes. Themes that checked and balanced each other 
came about by checking cross-case comparisons. This process was important to 
understand the phenomenon of the virtual church experience from the perceptions of the 
participants in the study. Ryan and Bernard (2003) suggested the development of themes 
from the data as well as this researcher’s growing theoretical understanding of the 
phenomenon studied. This approach to theme development brought an emergence of 
thought from the data collected, the relevant literature, common knowledge, and practice. 
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Ryan and Bernard (2003) provided 12 methods for locating various themes in the written 
data. This researcher believes that the following 5 out of the 12 methods were helpful in 
this endeavor: (a) finding metaphors, (b) noticing co-occurring words, (c) finding 
repetition, (d) noticing similarities and differences, and (e) connecting the data to the 
theory-related material.  
Chapter Summary  
This chapter discussed the role played by the virtual church in the religious lives 
of the elderly who elected to enroll in a virtual church community. This study analyzed 
the perceptions of attendees of the virtual church and found common themes of 
satisfaction within the virtual church community. 
Also, while providing the methodological justification for the use of a qualitative 
phenomenological study, this chapter focused on the use of a qualitative research 
methodology intending to generate a grounded theory. To answer the identified research 
questions, this researcher’s three millennial age college students interviewed the virtual 
church, attendees. The proposed age group for the dataset was based on the American 
definition of senior citizens or the elderly, which is 65 years of age and older. Once the 
interviews were recorded, a database was established and coded. Results and findings 
from analysis of the coding and the themes emerged using Suler’s (2004) framework as a 
guide. The interviews were conducted via telephone. This researcher used semi-
structured interviews, field notes, documents, and demographic information from the 
interviews. The data was analyzed by using multiple rounds of coding, by finding 
patterns across codes, and themes were derived from these patterns.  The data was cross-
coded by a   volunteer unaffiliated with the study and the research church.
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Chapter 4: Results 
Introduction 
The purpose of this study was to determine the effects of virtual church on the 
perceived well-being of the elderly. This researcher asked seven pastors from three 
different denominational churches if they were privy to virtual teleconference churches. 
None of them knew of any, and this researcher was met with opposition in one case 
because of the misconception that the virtual teleconference church was an entity that 
does not reflect the purpose of the church. Further discussion of the negative perception 
of virtual church (Wyche et al., 2006) is provided in Chapter 2 of this study. Suler (2004) 
identified that type of reaction as altering self-boundaries, significant to this study, there 
are those who perceive anything virtual in a negative way, and are not willing to change.  
This researcher also went online to search for virtual teleconference church 
services. However, the only offering close to virtual teleconference church was Second 
Life churches because of the ability to interact (Boellstorff, 2008; Gelfgren & Hutchings, 
2014). However, with Second Life, there was no ability to have live, vocal interaction, or 
as Suler (2016) stated, synchronicity. After exhausting ideas to seek out other virtual 
teleconference churches, this researcher sought to utilize snowball sampling to increase 
the sample size and collect a rich data sample. Therefore, the study was initiated by 
requesting participation from callers into a specific virtual teleconference church, which 
is also the virtual teleconference church this researcher attends. These callers were 
initially contacted using a report that lists the phone numbers of callers, and the church 
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roster that lists participants and the participants’ e-mail addresses. Others were sought out 
to participate in the study using snowball sampling through the main participating brick 
and mortar church. However, no other virtual teleconference churches were found 
through this means.  
Although the single resource is a limitation of the study, this researcher concluded 
that the uniqueness of the participating church should not preclude its inclusion as the 
primary source of the participant sample. Other sources of participation were found by 
the existing participants who knew of listeners who were not visibly on the call and who 
were not on the participation list. Consent forms were initially sent via e-mail. For those 
who did not use e-mail or who did not have a means to send the consent forms back via 
e-mail, addresses were obtained from the church pastor or directly from the participants. 
Stamped, return-addressed envelopes were mailed to these participants in the same 
envelope as the consent form. The return envelopes were addressed to a post office box 
held by this researcher. To eliminate researcher bias, the interviews were conducted by 
three surrogate interviewers, all millennial generation college students, who did not know 
each other, nor who were affiliated in any way with the study church. The interviewers 
were trained in the interview process for this study by this researcher. The interviewers 
gave each participant a color pseudonym that was labeled on the recording application on 
this researcher’s iPad. During the coding and analysis process, the identifying colors were 
changed to numbers. The signed permission letters and printed documents are stored in a 
locked strong box located at this researcher’s home and they shall be held for 7 years. 
The key is held by this researcher only. There was no need to use a USB drive because 
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everything is stored digitally and is password protected. These measures were taken to 
ensure confidentiality of all research information.  
Research Questions 
The following research questions guided the study and structured the findings 
discussed in Chapter 4:  
1. How do individuals who are elderly describe their decision to attend a virtual 
church? 
2. How do individuals who are elderly describe their experience of attending a 
virtual church? 
3. How do individuals who are elderly compare their experiences attending a 
virtual church to that of their experiences attending a brick and mortar church? 
Using the research questions and Suler’s (2004) theoretical approach as a guide, 
the interview questions were formulated to delve into the thoughts and perceptions of the 
callers’ experiences with the virtual teleconference church. This researcher looked at the 
elements of the specific research questions and design and opted to use interviews as the 
only instrument for data collection. The interviews consisted of semi-structured, open-
ended questions, enabling the participants in the study to express their ideas and 
experiences freely. The interviews were conducted by outside volunteers with no 
affiliation to the church. The volunteers were briefed on the study and trained in how to 
present the questions in a way that gave the participants freedom to express their 
viewpoints. The interview protocol is outlined in Appendix F of this study. The 
interviews were conducted virtually by interviewing the participants by telephone.  
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The participation of 10 participants was the initial goal of this study. However, 
nine participants meeting the criteria of 65 years of age or older responded within the 
required timeframe for the study. These nine participants were between the ages of 65 
and 89 years of age, and they attended a virtual teleconference church service. All 
participants attended the original virtual teleconference church, which was the initial 
point of contact. All participants had brick and mortar church experience, six continued 
to attend their brick and mortar church, and three did not attend a brick and mortar 
church.  A summary of these demographics are displayed in Figure 4.1. 
                                             Participant Demographics 
 
Figure 4.1. Participant demographics. 
While the following data were not a part of the original protocol, the information 
was extracted from the study and found to be useful in the outcome of the analysis. Out 
of the nine participants, six were Baptist, two were Catholic, and one self-identified as a 
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non-denominational Christian. A summary of these demographics are displayed in Figure 
4.2.  
Participants’ Religious Denominations 
 
 
Figure 4.2. Participants’ religious denominations. 
The figures representing religious affiliation are significant, as discussed in 
Chapter 2, because of the assertion that the Catholic church will only recognize a brick 
and mortar church as being authentic (Labenek, 2014).  
Of the study participants, eight were African American, and one was Caribbean 
American; two participants were male and seven were female. The nine participants 
included four from New York, three from Maryland, one from Delaware, and one from 
Chicago. The participants were interviewed individually via conference call, using semi-
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structured interviews. The interviews ranged in duration from 13 minutes to 33 minutes 
long. While the interview questions were open-ended and this researcher had trained the 
interviewers to use follow-up questions to encourage dialogue, the participants were 
clear, concise, and direct. The interviewers stated that the interviewees expounded on the 
questions that they found significant. The answers were rich and informative, although 
the interviews were short. Suler (2004) suggested that participants of virtual reality 
entities appreciate the freedom of asynchronicity, the ability to disconnect when there is 
nothing more to say or share, which seemed to be the case in these interviews. The 
participants answered the questions efficiently, however, they appeared to be inclined 
toward disconnecting. The interviews were recorded through a cell phone to this 
researcher’s iPad, downloaded to Dropbox, and then uploaded to Rev.com to transcribe. 
The data were then coded, and to counter any bias, the interviews were cross-coded by 
another trained reviewer. Chapter 4 reports the outcome of the research for this study, 
including the analysis of the interviews. Participant citations were excerpted from the 
dialogues to provide accurate reflections of the participant’s experiences and the 
perceptions that provided the themes for this study.  
Data Analysis and Findings 
The necessity for “narrative analysis presents a general template for qualitative 
researchers” (Creswell, 2013, p. 193). The analysis of the collected data generated 
interesting insight into the phenomenon of the virtual church regarding the elderly’s 
perceptions of the experience. The following research questions were answered by 
breaking down the themes produced by the interviews and detailed with descriptive 
narratives pulled from the conversations.  
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Research question 1. How do individuals who are elderly describe the decision 
to attend a virtual church?  
Three major themes were found during the interviews when keeping in mind the 
reasons the elderly in this study made the decision to attend the virtual church: (a) issue 
of access in brick and mortar church, (b) perception of value in both brick and mortar 
church and virtual teleconference church, and (c) benefits of the virtual teleconference 
church. Themes and their sub-themes, based on the participants’ responses, are listed 
below in Table 4.1.  
Table 4.1.  
Research Question 1: Decision to Attend Virtual Church; Themes and Respondents  
 Participants 
Issue of Access to Brick and Mortar Churches 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Age    x   x   
Disabilities  x x   x   x 
Perception of Value of Both Brick and Mortar and Virtual 
Teleconference Churches          
Brick and mortar church attendance x x x x x x x x x 
Comfort in brick and mortar church   x  x x   x 
Consistency in attending brick and mortar church x x x x x x  x x 
Virtual Teleconference Attendance x x x x x x x x x 
Consistency in attending virtual teleconference church x  x x x x x  x 
First time calling into virtual teleconference church x x x x x x x x  
Invited by friend, family, or neighbor x x x x x x x x x 
Participation  x x x x     
Benefits of Virtual Teleconference Churches          
Convenience x  x x x x x x x 
 
Issue of access in brick and mortar churches. The interviewees were asked 
about access to the brick and mortar church and if access had any bearing on them 
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attending the virtual teleconference church. All participants acknowledged that they had 
access to a brick and mortar church.  
Age. Age was a factor in two out of the nine participants’ attraction to the virtual 
teleconference call church. Participant 7 even commented, “. . . and being home and not 
having to go out, at my age, I, I liked it.” 
Participant 4 specified, “The only thing I would say is, it is good for people that is 
housebound. People that don’t like getting out every Sunday morning or Sunday 
afternoon,” then the participant added,  
But it does, it helps, and I think older people who don’t like really going out and, 
and, and mingling with the other kids, with the other people in the regular church, 
that it is a beautiful thing. It really is. A lot of people is not able to get out. 
Housebound people, um, people that are sick, people that have disabilities that, 
that they would rather just stay home and listen to the service this is where it is at. 
Disabilities. Four of the nine participants mentioned a type of physical 
impairment that caused difficulty in moving in, out, or around the brick and mortar 
church. According to Eisland (2005), many churches do not have accommodations 
specific to populations with disabilities. Eisland also mentioned that the population with 
disabilities are treated with pity, “prejudice, hostility, and suspicion” (p. 584). However, 
all of the participants who spoke of disabilities said they were treated with respect. Two 
out of the four participants who acknowledged physical disabilities explained that though 
they enjoyed going to the brick and mortar church, they had difficulty going in and out 
due to their disabilities. These points were discussed by Arcury et al., (2000) and 
Cooperman (2012).   
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In describing poor access, when asked about accessibility, Participant 5 stated, “I 
don’t think they put a ramp there yet, which would be very nice. I never saw a ramp.” 
This participant had been in several accidents and although with the ability to do so, 
found it difficult entering and exiting the church building because of the stairs. 
Similarly, regarding the lack of access in her brick and mortar church, 
Participant 9 shared,  
That’s the whole problem. This is the stairs that I can’t deal with, going up and 
down the stairs. Most churches have stairs. That’s the whole problem. When 
you’ve got to go to the bathroom or something, you’ve got to go down in the 
basement, or up to the next floor. If they don’t have a chair rail that you don’t feel 
comfortable sitting on, it’s just awkward, that’s all. 
Perception of value in both brick and mortar church and virtual teleconference 
church. The study participants had clear reasons for attending the brick and mortar 
church as well as the virtual teleconference church. While tradition was identified in eight 
cases as reason for attending the brick and mortar church, in comparison, the decision to 
participate in the virtual teleconference church was made after the initial call into the 
teleconference church.  
Brick and mortar church attendance. All nine of the participants considered 
themselves members of a brick and mortar church. Eight participants had a long history 
with attending brick and mortar churches. However, one joined in her adult years after 
suffering a traumatic loss. While only four had expressed their comfort within the brick 
and mortar church itself, six of the nine continued to attend consistently, but two 
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participants no longer attended consistently, and one no longer attended at all, except for 
weddings.  
Participant 7 discussed reasons for joining the Catholic church,  
I had been to other churches other than the Catholic church. But I found the 
comfort of my relationship with God was easier and more comfortable than I did 
with some of the other churches that I attended as a youngster. 
However, the following reason was given for no longer attending the Catholic 
church, and why calling into the virtual teleconference church is comfortable,  
Actually, because I repeat, I’m at home, and I don’t feel an obligation to listen in 
if I don’t feel like it. Or, obligated to go, because if I don’t go, like to the Catholic 
church, I’m considered doing something bad, or something wrong. And I don’t 
like to be put in that position. 
These remarks line up with the Suler (2004) theory of you cannot see 
(invisibility), meaning there is no judgment because no one can physically see who is on 
the phone. Suler further said that the person can hide if he or she does not want their 
presence known. There is no awkwardness regarding stares, looks of admonishment, and 
first-time meetings, which proves Suler’s (2004) position on dissociative anonymity, 
implying that no one knows the person on the other end of the phone, and minimizing 
authority. All are on the same level.  
A different viewpoint was taken by Participant 9, based on comfort, “I haven’t 
found one that I was comfortable with, to want to go every Sunday. I’ve gone to 
churches, but not saying I belong to this church, not since I’ve been in Chicago. I’ve been 
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in Chicago since 1962.” This participant had not been a member of a church since 22 
years of age, when baptized, and she stated she did not attend church with her spouse,  
I have been to many churches because I used to go to my husband’s church, but I 
never joined his church. He still goes to the same church he’s always gone to 
since he was a child, even though we moved. He is 36 miles from where his 
church location. He goes there every Sunday.  
Participant 9 also asserted that he did not go to church anymore unless it was for funerals, 
because of disability. 
Virtual teleconference church attendance. Eight of the nine participants specified 
this teleconference church was the first one they had attended. Seven out of nine asserted 
they would continue to call in.  
Participant 5 shared he/she would continue to call in, even after returning to the 
brick and mortar church, 
I’m going to call in, even when I go back to the physical church of Holy Unity. 
I’m not gonna stop. I think this needs to be introduced to the public more because 
there’s so many inbound patients and senior homes, and different places, and they 
can’t get to church, so this would be something wonderful to be advertised so that 
people could say, “Oh, I’ve got a place that I can go every Sunday morning 
without leaving my home.”  
Invited by family, friend, or neighbor. All nine participants were invited by a 
family member, friend, or neighbor. Participant 2 made the decision to attend the virtual 
conference call church because of a friend’s invitation. The following is the discussion 
regarding her decision: 
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Um, my um, my neighbor upstairs is the one that told me. She introduced me to 
the church. She said she knows this friend on the prayer line, and things like that, 
and she said, “Would you like to come upstairs one day and listen to the, um, the 
prayers?” And so she would come downstairs and tell me, you know, knock on 
the door and say, “It’s time to come up,” and I will go upstairs, you know? And 
she put on . . . she’d call the line in and put the phone down on the table, and we 
would listen, you know, the prayers and pray sometimes with it. So, that’s how I 
got introduced to that, and I liked it, you know? So since I liked it, she would 
always call me now. 
Participation. Four of the nine participants mentioned participation in the 
teleconference services. Participant 5 related to the ability to participate or interact when 
asked a question, pointing out the following:   
I listened in at first, I didn’t involve myself too much, but when Ella, Pastor Ella, 
um started preaching and talking. She had such a wonderful sense of humor, she 
had such a knowledge of her Bible, so she mixes all of that in her sermon and she 
makes everybody feel welcome, even if you don’t want to talk back or answer a 
question, she just opens that door for you to be yourself and then invite God’s 
presence in. 
When asked about deciding to call the virtual teleconference church, Participant 7 
responded, “I wanted to hear what it was all about. Being at home, listening in to a 
service, and the people that were also listening in, and the input we got from them, was 
very interesting and relaxing.” 
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Participant 4 shared the view:  
Make the decision to call in? Because, uh, it was available at the time, and um, at 
that time, my mom had just passed 2 years ago, and at the time we just needed. 
We needed to be together as a family, and uh, we was doing it as a support to her 
ministry, and we were also doing it as a support to our, um, losing of my mom. 
We needed to be closer together, and it just . . . everything just stand out.  
Benefits of the virtual teleconference church. The benefit to calling into the 
virtual teleconference church was centered on convenience. The participants were 
impressed with the concept of the virtual teleconference church and the practicality.  
Convenience. Eight out of the nine participants spoke passionately about the 
convenience of the virtual teleconference church, expounding on the ability to be 
involved with a church service without having to go outside of their house or even get 
dressed. Participant 1 stated, “You don’t have to get dressed and go out to a church. You 
can stay in your own home or wherever you are when you call in.” Moreover, Participant 
9 similarly said, “I love the conference call. I ain’t got to get up to get dressed to go to 
church anymore.” 
Participant 4 also stated the convenience of not having to get dressed to go to a 
brick and mortar church service and further added:  
Uh, you can, uh, you can listen to it twice a day on Sundays, well really, three times, well 
twice, because we have an early, um, they have an early prayer at 6 o’clock on Sunday 
morning, but they have two churches, um, on Sundays. 9:00 am. and 6:00 pm, which is 
convenient because you don’t have to leave your house and you can get the same service 
if you even go out to another church. You can still get the . . . you can get the Word. That 
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is all you need to hear is the Word. The Word of God, and you, and you, you just get 
something out of it. 
Participant 5 proposed,  
The good part about Living Water Church is that it’s a virtual church, you call in 
from 9:00 am to 10:00 am on Sunday morning, and then they have some classes 
during the weekday, so everything is by phone. They made it very convenient for 
people who are having either a physical hardship getting to church, or those who 
have a schedule doesn’t let them to be consistent, but this is very helpful and I 
think more people need to know about these kinds of curches because it comes to 
your living room. 
Research question 2. How do individuals who are elderly describe their 
experience of attending a virtual church? 
In their study of the attributes of qualitative research, Smith, Flowers, & Larkin 
(2009) stated, “Phenomenology is a philosophical approach to the study of experience” 
(p. 11). Rich descriptions of experience were discovered through in-depth interactions 
with the participants in this research study. In analyzing the participants’ interviews, three 
themes and six sub-themes expressing the quality of the experience were found during 
within the virtual teleconference church service. The themes and their sub-themes, based 
on the participants’ responses, are listed below in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. 
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Research Question 2: Themes and Respondents 
 
Figure 4.3. Research Question 2: Themes and Respondents.   
Suler (2016) discussed sensory dimension and feeling “at home, present, in a 
familiar setting” (p. 58). The interview discussions identified comfortability as a main 
theme relevant to the quality of experience in the virtual teleconference church. Analysis 
of participant’s description of quality of experience revealed a number of responses 
pointed to ambiance and general comfortability of the teleconference church. It was 
evident in eight cases that this sense of comfort emphasized the familiarity of the home 
setting including artifacts in the home.   
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Figure 4.4. Research Question 2: Themes and Sub-Themes. 
Comfortability. Five out of the nine participants talked about being comfortable, 
receiving comfort, and a feeling of comfort. For example, Participant 3 explained the 
reason for calling into the virtual teleconference church service,  
Because, um, I enjoy it. I enjoy it, and, and I feel like, even though it’s on the 
phone, I feel like, um, um, I’m appreciated, and I’m wanted, and I’m loved there. 
You know, because when I call in, you know, it’s like feeling like it’s nice, a little 
comfortable thing, you know. Not just sitting in a church and nobody knows you, 
and over the phone, they know me. You know?  
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Participant 3 further added in the interview,  
I feel like I get comfort. I have, you know, I feel comfort, I feel at ease, I feel, you 
know, happy, I feel, I feel good, I feel good, you know, I have a good feeling 
when I’m doing it, when I’m listening to the church on the phone. 
All participants focused on listening to the service in a specific, special place 
where they were comfortable. Participant 2 enhances the experience by taking notes, 
listening, and comparing scriptural interpretations to what is in the Bible. 
Participant 5 shared,  
I have to physically sleep on a chair sitting up in my living room because of the 
physical pain I have when I lie down, so I always, uh, stay on my chaise lounge, 
with the sleep align. And I sit down all day, and that one gives me relief that I 
don’t have to fidget about or move about. I’m comfortable here, and I receive the 
blessing just as well, there’s no distractions, so it’s a wonderful way for me, it’s 
been the perfect answer to my not being able to get to church every Sunday.  
Participant 6 felt most comfortable attending church in-house, because there were 
fewer distractions. Regarding the reason for enjoying the virtual teleconference church 
service at home, Participant 7 stated,  
I have that feeling of comfort, peace. You know, some churches you be in, and 
there’s a lot of rejoicing, and noise, and in some of them, there orchestras, or 
choirs, or groups. And I like to be in a quiet place when I am relating to the 
unseen. 
Participant 8, likewise, appreciated calling in from home asserting, “Um, it’s, um, 
comfortable atmosphere. Quiet, you know, nothing to disturb you.”  
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Other factors adding to the comfortability theme were the sub-themes of 
ambiance and artifacts. These sub-themes form a correlation to Suler’s sensory dimension 
concept, asserting the connection of feeling comfortable with the surroundings and 
having an overall well-being. 
Ambiance. The ambiance of the space where the participants had their virtual 
church service teleconference call lent a specific enhancement that was necessary for 
fulfilling their spiritual experience. Eight of the nine participants shared the specifics of 
where and why they worshiped in the specific areas of their worship areas. While the 
participants had specific areas of their domiciles that they preferred to worship, they all 
mentioned being in a comfortable place where they could listen. Participant 1 described 
the place of worship as the bedroom and described a bed, clothes, television, and pictures 
on a green wall. Participant 2 enjoyed listening in the living room, which was an open 
room with a television. There was a table for water, and during communion, everything 
that is needed is spread out on the table.  
Participant 3 stated, “I’m usually sitting on the couch,” and at times “you know, I 
might get up and sit it up in bed and listen to it,” in the bedroom. Similarly, Participant 4 
called from the bedroom or the living room, somewhere quiet to sit and listen just like 
being in the brick and church, because they do not like to be busy during the service.  
Participant 5 shared the love of color stating,  
My wall in the dining room connected to me is a cranberry red, with a lot of gold 
accents on my furniture. The living room has, uh, a kind of gold patterned satin-y, 
uh, floral pattern on the sectional sofa, but the arms are trimmed in gold. And then 
I have a lamp over here, a console TV, record player, and a TV sitting on top of it, 
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and a lot of music. And by my bed has a marble brass stand that holds my books, 
and my coffee, and uh, I have a throw rug on the floor. Slightly dirty, but it’s an 
area rug, the cranberry rug in the dining room, and a kind of a light gold, greenish, 
and rust colored, uh, rug in the living room. And I have photos around; I have 
paintings; I have Christmas ornaments hanging over the dining room.  
Moreover, Participant 6 specified the meeting place for the virtual teleconference call to 
be, “Our family room, because the chairs are comfortable, and we have the speaker 
phone.” 
Artifacts. Six of the nine participants shared that they use Bibles; one used “two 
totally different Bibles,” and one used paper and pencil. One stated there were various 
church artifacts in the home, however, was not specific about what they were. Participant 
7 felt comfortable listening in on the virtual teleconference church service in the living 
room because, 
There are a lot of artifacts in the living room; statues. They give a feeling of being 
in a church, because there are angels, and cherubs, a chorus, and different artifacts 
found in the church, in the living room. It is comfortable. 
Religious experience. Duff (2013) expressed the possibility of virtual church as 
an alternate means for participants to share a gratifying religious experience. The overall 
experience for the 7 out of the 9 participants who responded to the question was that it 
was enjoyable and felt good. The sub-themes for religious experience were expression of 
spirituality and opportunity to participate, which yielded five responses each, and they 
outlined specific ideologies that enhanced the experience of the participant. 
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Participant 4 enjoyed the services, the poetry, and the music. Participant 4 also 
found the sermons were wonderful and “tremendous,” while Participant 5 felt the 
experience with the virtual teleconference church service was increasing the knowledge 
in the Word of God, and that knowledge would be helpful when returning to the brick 
and mortar church. Participant 6 had excellent experiences worshipping in the virtual 
church service because the preaching was directly from the Bible. There was a feeling of 
community without physical contact because everyone knows who is on the call because 
they announced themselves. Participant 8 enjoyed the virtual teleconference church 
service even though he/she belongs to a brick and mortar church.  
To many, the extension of feeling a part of a community is the act of spiritual 
expression. This sub-theme will give the participant’s viewpoint of how they feel about 
spiritual expression within the virtual teleconference services. 
Expression of spirituality. Suler (2004) discussed three specifics regarding 
expressing self in the virtual community: invisibility, true self, and altering self-
boundary. Seven out of the nine participants related feelings about spiritual expression. 
The following are a few of the participants’ views on expressing their spirituality, which 
are clear demonstrations of Suler’s findings.  
Participant 1 did not openly express spirituality in the physical or virtual church, 
however, he/she felt the intensity to be the same. Contrarily, Participant 2 is expressive 
because everyone talks openly. Participant 5 is an actor who has no trouble expressing 
spirituality and is very open, whether in brick and mortar or the virtual teleconference 
church. Participant 7 felt religion is a personal thing, and he/she did not feel the necessity 
to express feelings during the virtual teleconference church service, however, he/she felt 
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free to comment when the feeling arose to comment. Participant 8 admitted to better 
expressing spirituality in a virtual church. 
Participant 9 expressed,  
I praise the Lord. When they start shouting, we be shouting in the air in our own 
spaces. Waving our hands and praise the Lord all the time. I praise him when I’m 
not on call. I praise him. Thank you, Jesus, all the time, God is good. 
In expressing spirituality to augment the religious experience, there were thoughts 
conveyed regarding participation and the opportunity given to participate during the 
service. There were also those who spoke about not having to participate because they 
enjoyed the experience while being still. 
Opportunity to participate. Wiseman (2015) identified the importance of 
technology in the role of the elderly who cannot get to a brick and mortar church, yet 
have the desire to participate. Eight of the nine actively participate in the virtual 
teleconference church service, two as a part of the service.  
Regarding taking part in the virtual teleconference church service, Participant 5 
shared,  
I do more listening than I do talking. I don’t really say something (unless) it feels 
like I’m going to contribute something profound, or that something maybe the 
pastor needs to hear from me, but I’m a good listener, too, when I have to be. And 
I think I learn a little bit more if I’m still and quiet.  
Participant 9 stated, “I get to read a poem after each evening service. On Wednesday 
evenings and Sunday evenings, I get to read my poem. It makes me feel good.” 
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Another recurring theme in the description of experience relates to the 
connectivity of the process, including the support and the ease of technology. This theme 
outlined the responses from the interviewees regarding the camaraderie in the virtual 
teleconference church in regards to fellowship, in contrast to a brick and mortar church. 
Connectivity. Suler (2004) discussed asynchronicity, the ability to disconnect 
without guilt in a relationship to the advantage of virtual relationships. However, this 
study found that the participants did not mention that aspect of the virtual teleconference 
church service. However, the participants enjoyed the interaction, connectivity, and 
synchronicity found in this particular setting (Suler, 2016). Eight of the nine participants 
interviewed spoke about the connection to the virtual teleconference church. The sub-
theme support generated eight responses and all nine participants acknowledged the sub-
theme ease of technology. The following responses attest to this theory: 
Participant 1 attested, “It makes me feel that I’m connected to a church even 
though I don’t go to an outside church right now. I do call in every Sunday, and listen, 
and be(come) inspired.” Further into the interview, Participant 1 added, “Yes, it makes 
me feel connected to God” and, “Yes, I feel connected to the Pastor. I feel connected to 
all the other ones that call in.” 
Participant 2 stated, “And we read it from the Bible, you know, and then they talk 
about it, you know. So, we, you know, we are connected in, in it. We know, you know, 
what’s going on.” Participant 2 also felt connected to the virtual teleconference 
community because everyone talked to each other. It did not make a difference that there 
was no physical contact. Participant 3 felt attached to the pastor and members, and felt 
more of a sense of community on the phone.  
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Participant 3 was emphatic about the experience of the virtual teleconference 
church community stating, “This is where it’s at, and they getting every, they are getting 
the Word that they need to hear from the Bible.” Participant 4 further added,  
You know, we’re sisters. We’re church sisters, yes. We love each other. It’s 
definitely, uh, uh, unbelievable. We talk. We communicate with each other just 
like if we were sitting in the church. I don’t see any problem in it. We can say in 
it, but most of the time we wait ‘til the end of the service, then we communicate 
with each other.  
Participant 4 shared her experience with her husband.  
Participant 5 explained feelings of connection to the service because of the pastor:  
Pastor Ella, um, started preaching and talking. She had such a wonderful sense of 
humor, she had such a knowledge of her Bible, so she mixes all of that in her 
sermon, and she makes everybody feel welcome, even if you don’t want to talk 
back or answer a question, she just opens that door for you to be yourself and then 
invite God’s presence in.  
Participant 5 sometimes listened with his/her son and/or daughter. Participant 6 told the 
interviewer even that, although others were in different states, there was still a close 
connection between the callers and a strong connection with those who they had met 
because of the teleconference. There was a connection over the phone. Participant 6 
typically listened with his wife, son, and grandchild; and when remainder of the family 
came to their house, they listened in on the service.  
Participant 7 found being at home and listening to a service with the other callers 
listening in and hearing their contributions, is “very interesting and relaxing.” 
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Participant 7 also reconciled the feeling of community with no physical touch, the same 
as a “relationship with God and the angels.” Participant 7 usually listened to the service 
with his daughter and wife in the house and another daughter, who is out of state, on the 
phone. 
Participant 8 listened alone: “listening on the phone to what is being preached or a 
song or something. No distractions.” Participant 8 enjoyed the quiet while listening in on 
the call. Participant 9 felt connected: 
Pretty much because you can talk to the pastor. Talk to anytime during the day. I 
like that, one on one with you all the time. If you need her anytime day or night, 
she’s there. No conflict with other people around you. Most a lot of the churches 
ain’t so much about God but ‘Who wore the best outfit’ and all that kind of crap. I 
love the telephone church. I do. We are one big happy family. We are just happy 
to be connected whoever, whenever. It’s wonderful. I love it. 
Participant 9 listened with her husband. 
The sub-theme of support directly addresses the necessity for the participants to 
feel supported and to have a sense of community with the other callers as well as with the 
pastor. Also, the participants would have liked the brick and mortar churches to support 
the idea of virtual teleconference church for those who could not get to their physical 
church, either temporarily, or permanently.   
Support. The participants were asked if they felt a sense of community within the 
virtual church. Mikoski (2010) commented that communication was important within the 
virtual community. The following statements attest to the support behind the virtual 
teleconference church that also lends to the sense of community.  
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Regarding support within the virtual teleconference church service, participant 4 
commented,  
We, we support each other, uh, as far as ministering with my niece. She is just 
such a wonderful pastor. She knows the Word, she knows the Bible up and down. 
I don’t think there’s not a church, uh, out there that could compare to what she 
does on their, uh, compare what she does on the phone. It’s just no comparison. I 
don’t see any difference in it.  
There were also recommendations for the brick and mortar churches to offer the 
option of a virtual teleconference church service. Participant 2 would have liked the brick 
and mortar church to provide option of the VC (virtual church). Participant 8 also would 
have liked to see a virtual church at his/her own church. Participant 8 added, “My church, 
you know, is very good and, um, my pastor, you know; well, now he’s a bishop, but, you 
know, I enjoy his preaching as much as I enjoy, um, their preaching over the phone.” 
Supportive actions regarding connecting to the participants included using 
technology, and they were implicit in the findings including the simplicity of the phone 
as the medium. However, other findings emerged that led to the understanding that the 
participants would be willing to consider the use of other equipment.  
Ease of technology. Nine out of the nine (100%) participants stated that they were 
willing to learn a new technology to enhance their virtual church experience. The new 
technology would be on par as with the ease of telephone access, yet it would enable the 
caller to heighten the goal of spiritual fulfillment. 
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Research question 3. How do individuals who are elderly compare their 
experiences attending a virtual church to that of their experiences attending a brick and 
mortar church? 
Seven of the nine participants gave comparisons. Of the seven, the following are 
three descriptive viewpoints. Themes and their sub-themes based on the participant’s 
responses are listed below in Figure 4.5.  
                                Research Question 3: Themes and Respondents 
Figure 4.5. Research Question 3: Themes and Respondents. 
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While Participant 4 pointed out the main difference was that one could not touch 
or look at those sitting next to or around him or her. Participant 5 was more specific. 
Participant 5 shared assessments comparing the brick and mortar to the virtual 
teleconference church,  
I pretty much feel the same thing. I think, you know, in a physical church you got 
the lights, the music, you’ve got your sisters and brothers stepping behind you, 
you’ve got people walking up and down, and feeling it, and raising your arms, 
and you . . . . That feeling is magnetic; you get attached to that. At the house, I’m 
hearing the same thing, but you’re kind of removed out of that immediate image 
because, by the time that you get it, it’s relayed to you by radio, I mean telephone. 
Like, if I listen on the radio, it feels almost like listening on the telephone, but you 
get a chance to speak back on the phone. So, I’d rather be in the physical church, 
but God knows this virtual church is just absolutely a Godsend, a blessing. 
Participant 8 stated,  
I, me, personally, I get the same if I’m, if I’m in church or I’m not in church, so I 
don’t have . . . I don’t find it different. I find it be the same, because you still 
going to get the Word on the phone or if you sitting in the, in the building. So, it 
depends on how you want to take it, you know. It’s up to the individual, but I 
don’t personally. I don’t see any difference in it. It’s just that you . . . on the 
phone, you at your own convenience, you know. You is relaxed. It’s a different 
atmosphere when you in the building. 
Participant 9 discussed difficulties with finding a comfortable brick and mortar 
church because of disabilities and concluded the virtual teleconference church is a better 
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fit: “Oh, yes. I have been to many churches. I haven’t joined it though, except for the one 
that we do over the phone, The Living Water Church.”   
There were other discussions that were essential to this study and increased the 
understanding of each participant’s feeling about the virtual teleconference church 
experience. These conversations included weaknesses and suggested solutions, the 
importance of sharing the concept of the virtual teleconference church with others and 
further remarks. 
Downsides, referrals, and additional comments. The participants made a few 
recommendations for enhancing the virtual teleconference experience. They spoke of 
sharing the information about the virtual conference call services with friends, family, 
and the brick and mortar church. 
Downside. Most of the participants were satisfied with the concept. However, 
there were two participants out of nine who mentioned a downside to the virtual 
teleconference church. Participant 3 felt the only downside was that the service could be 
longer, by about 30 minutes. Participant 5 shared the following: 
It’s that you can’t physically hug and touch the people and share that spontaneity 
of the goose pimples on your arm, and that feeling that you’re rocking on your 
couch. You’re feeling something, but I think it’s uh magnified when you’re 
actually, physically, in that space, because the energy just attaches itself to you. 
The energy will attach itself to you sitting in the living room, but I don’t think it’s 
on such a magnetic level as it is in the building itself.  
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Referrals. Five out of the nine participants wanted to or have shared the 
information about the virtual teleconference service with family and friends. Participant 5 
felt the importance of spreading the word about this program. Participant 5 further stated: 
I would hope that there’s more written about it, that there’s more publicity about 
it because, uh, a lot of people who are, uh, put away in the senior homes, or 
homes for injured people, or aged, or whatever, they’re not always getting their 
Word. Whether it’s Catholic, or it’s Baptist, whatever it is, they need to have that 
given to them; that needs to be brought to them that they [can] choose to have it, 
and I think this is something that could help just about anybody. In prison, same 
thing. Prisoners need to know that this is available to them; it could help save 
many souls. 
Additional comments. Participant 2 shared,  
I just feel like if you’re in a group of people right here, you know? Because the 
voices are going on and everybody . . . you know, you talk and say, “Hi, how are 
you? Good morning? How is everybody today?” Everything, you know. You 
know, talk a little bit, and then it starts the service, you know. So, I get to know 
the people, you know, the voice of the people.”  
Participant 2 also reiterated,  
The only thing is I asked, I told my friend, I said, “If we don’t get tapes, maybe 
we should get a tape recorder so that we could tape the service” because I would 
like to listen to it after it’s finished. You know, play it over in the house. Play it in 
the house, you know. Because I have . . . I um, I really have had a really happy, 
nice experience, you know. So, while I’m doing my work, I would like to play it, 
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you know? I will listen to the Word and things going, you know, while I’m 
working, doing my thing, you know. Kind of listen to the songs. You know, it 
really does uplift me. 
Regarding attending the virtual teleconference church, Participant 4 stated, “Don’t 
see any change as far as religion. Always God’s children and always believed in God so 
it hasn’t changed anything. Still reading the Bible.” 
Summary of Results 
The results of this study produced rich evidence of religious community and 
spiritual well-being for the elderly in a teleconference virtual church service. The sample 
population from the study included nine men and women, 65 years of age and older. The 
religious denominations of the sample population varied, including one self-identified 
non-denominational Christian, two Catholics, and six Baptists. The results came from the 
in-depth interview responses of the nine participants. Through this research, a total of 
seven major themes and 21 sub-themes emerged from the three research questions that 
guided this study. 
The study was guided by three research questions: 
1. How do individuals who are elderly make the decision to attend a virtual 
church? 
2. How do individuals who are elderly describe their experience of attending a 
virtual church? 
3. How do individuals who are elderly compare their experiences attending a 
virtual church to that of their experiences attending a brick and mortar church? 
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This study produced distinctive results stemming from the research questions and 
the seven major themes that developed from the research questions. The findings from 
the seven themes reflect the purpose of the study and demonstrate a phenomenological 
viewpoint from each interviewee. The goal of the study was to ascertain the viability of a 
virtual church as an alternative to brick and mortar churches for the elderly. The results 
defined the virtual church as not only an alternative but, in seven cases, an additional 
resource.   
During the interviews, the participants were clear and concise regarding 
viewpoints on the virtual teleconference church, as well as the experiences that came 
from attending and participating in these calls. Even though all had or continued to attend 
a brick and mortar church, each participant found a meaningful purpose for attending the 
virtual teleconference church. Two of the participants might not go back to their brick 
and mortar church, because they found that the virtual teleconference church sufficiently 
addressed their spiritual needs. The point was made that the virtual teleconference church 
was a valuable alternative for the elderly, those who are homebound, in nursing homes, 
and hospitals. One participant also addressed the need for this type of service for the 
incarcerated.  
The findings from this study suggest that the concept of the virtual teleconference 
church can be a major design in the future, based on the responses of the interviewees. 
The participants in the study were also intrigued because they had never attended a 
virtual teleconference church service. They realized they were a part of a community that 
is trend setting and could make a difference in the way community, church, and virtual 
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attendance is seen. All of the participants were candid in communicating their thoughts 
regarding the virtual teleconference church.  
The comparisons to Suler’s (2004, 2016) ideas regarding virtual reality, 
community, and relationships spoke to the growing phenomenon and how the church can 
be impacted by this new way of worshipping. The research showed that there is quality in 
the role of the virtual teleconference church that can be fundamental to the spiritual well-
being of those who are unable or choose not to go to a brick and mortar church. The 
participants were willing to learn new technology to enhance their experience, and they 
were adamant about sharing the information about the virtual teleconference church with 
others, including those in the brick and mortar churches they attended. The participants 
also expressed delight in an alternative to going out to a brick and mortar church for 
worship and service. However, eight of the nine participants did not express interest in 
replacing their brick and mortar church attendance solely with virtual teleconference 
church attendance. The eight participants enjoyed the prospect of having the choice of 
attending both churches—the brick and mortar church and the virtual teleconference 
church. The results of this study identified a total of seven themes and 21 sub-themes 
(Table 4.2). 
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Table 4.2 
Total Themes and Sub-Themes in Participant Interviews 
Themes Sub-Themes 
Issue of Brick and Mortar Church l. Age 
2. Disabilities 
Perception of Value in Both Brick and 
Mortar and Virtual Teleconference 
Churches 
3. Brick and mortar church attendance 
a. Comfortability in brick and 
mortar 
b. Consistency in attending brick 
and mortar churches 
4. Virtual teleconference church 
attendance 
a. Consistency in attending virtual 
teleconference church 
b. First time calling into virtual 
teleconference church 
c. Invited by family, friend, or 
neighbor 
d. Participation 
Benefits of the Virtual Teleconference 
Church 
Religious Experience 
5. Convenience 
 
6. Connectivity 
7. Expression of spirituality 
Comfortability 8. Ambiance 
 9. Artifacts 
Connectivity 10. Support 
 11. Ease of Technology 
Comparison 12. Community 
 13. Convenience of time 
 14. Ease of access 
 15. Feeling acknowledged 
 16. More comfortable 
 17. No difference 
 18. Overall experience is positive 
 19. Physical contact missed 
 20. Spiritual fulfillment 
 21. Treated well. 
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Chapter 5: Discussion 
Introduction 
This study of the virtual teleconference church focused on elderly participants’ 
perceptions of the benefits of the virtual church compared with the traditional brick and 
mortar experience. Buschart and Eilers (2015) implied that Christianity is an historical, 
spiritual experience that relies on “prayers, community, mission, and worship” (p. 15). 
Given Askew and Pierard’s (2008) definition of the church as a living breathing 
organism, not a building, the research has shown that the virtual teleconference church 
aligned itself with both descriptions of spiritual experience and church. Wong (2008) 
stated “that the church is a ‘divine institution,’ and ‘human community’” (p. 1), and that 
fellowship is an important aspect of the workings of the church. Duff (2013) and Wong 
(2008) also established the importance of the nonphysical experience of spirituality being 
related to the physicality of the believers being in the same place to fully gain from the 
experience. The research from this current study established that the callers into the 
virtual teleconference service shared a common space on the telephone. Although the 
callers could not see each other, they were hearing the service at the same time, and they 
were able to communicate. Consequently, the connection created an experience of shared 
spirituality in one space, although each caller may have been in different places. The 
participants interviewed for this study, who were callers into the virtual teleconference 
church, described calling into the service and feeling spiritually connected, with prayers 
and a full worship service. The participants also discussed sisterhood and brotherhood 
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and feeling love for each other even though some had never met in person. The 
participants spoke of being a part of a community of believers sharing a common interest. 
Arcury et al. (2000) stated that the spiritual experience is vital to the well-being of 
the elderly. The research for this study is aligned with the Arcury et al. study’s 
acknowledgement of an equally beneficial spiritual experience as that received in brick 
and mortar churches.  
The population of the church community over the age of 65 years is increasing. 
Therefore, there is a need for alternative resources to allow for the spiritual well-being of 
the elderly who cannot or choose not to go into the brick and mortar churches. This 
research investigated the ease of travel to and from the physical church and ease of access 
within the physical church. There were participants in this study who were disabled and 
had difficulty maneuvering the steps to enter the brick and mortar churches, and they had 
difficulty moving around while inside. While this research did not find any participants 
who were afraid to leave their house because of violence in the streets, the participants 
spoke about being comfortable and not having to leave their houses if they did not want 
to, yet they could still hear a sermon and receive prayer.  
The benefit of the virtual teleconference church, compared to other alternatives to 
church services, such as radio, television, and online services, is the interaction with 
others, including the pastor, and fellowshipping with others. This research found that the 
elderly desire a connection, involvement, and interaction with others who are seeking 
like-minded spiritual experiences. When travel to and from the brick and mortar church is 
not possible, they lose that connection and the once-involved, interacting senior is cut off 
from the rest of the church population. Therefore, with this awareness, this research 
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delved into the effectiveness of the virtual spiritual experience to increase opportunities 
for both religious and community connections. The research found the virtual 
teleconference church not only to be an alternative but a powerful addition to the brick 
and mortar church. At the time of the interviews, seven of nine participants opted to 
continue with both form of engaging in a church service.   
The research for this study found that the needs of people and the community, as 
discussed by Bolman & Deal (2013), are determined to be more essential to the spiritual 
well-being of the elderly than the vision for the church determined by the church leaders. 
The mission of the study church was to share the Word of God directly from the Bible, 
teach all who were willing, including those who were in need, and to love by words and 
deeds (Appendix A). The church at the center of this study was once a brick and mortar 
church that converted to a virtual teleconference church in order to serve a larger 
community that was in need. So, by necessity, the virtual teleconference church was 
established as an alternative to the possible confines, and in some cases inconvenience, of 
the brick and mortar church. This study of the virtual teleconference church produced 
valuable information regarding the spiritual connection that is prominent in the virtual 
teleconference church, compared to the spiritual connection in the brick and mortar 
church. 
Merriam (2009) proposed that a phenomenological study worked well when the 
studied group has or desires a common experience. The virtual teleconference church 
participants shared a commonality with the brick and mortar church, although the brick 
and mortar church participants did not necessarily share that same spiritual connection. 
Based on the responses from the virtual teleconference church study participants, while 
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all of the participants in the study attended, or had attended a brick and mortar church at 
one time, the same cannot necessarily be said for every brick and mortar church attendee 
regarding attending a virtual teleconference church service.   
Grounded theory was considered for this study because this topic is a relatively 
new concept, and grounded theory is an inductive, systematic approach that provides the 
researcher with an opportunity to create or discover a theory. Creswell (2013) stated that 
grounded theorist “generate a theory grounded in the views of participants and place it at 
the end of their studies” (p. 75). However, this researcher determined more data needed 
to be collected prior to instituting a new theory.  
This researcher used seven of Suler’s (2004) 10 points regarding online 
disinhibition effect, as a basic framework for analyzing the data and developing a basis 
for the virtual teleconference church phenomenon. The research questions were 
developed around Suler’s ideas, and they laid the groundwork for the interview questions. 
The interviews focused on the perceptions of the participants’ spiritual focus while 
attending the virtual teleconference church. The research provided insight as to the level 
of commitment of the pastor of the studied church to produce an effective alternative, 
which aligned with the goals of the mission statement of the brick and mortar church. The 
first of the seven points, dissociative anonymity, pointed out the attraction of the person 
on the one end of the technology not knowing who is on the other end. There is no 
familiarity; therefore, there is no need to be anyone other than one’s true self. That point 
appealed to one of the participants, along with the second point, invisibility, which 
allowed the virtual church participant to hide in plain sight, receiving no judgment from 
the other callers. There were also no awkward pauses when meeting for the first time, 
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(e.g., “will all first-time visitors please stand”). However, the virtual teleconference 
church used for research in this study did ask each caller’s name upon automatic call in, 
upon the teleconference line ringing a sound when a new person joins. Yet, the consensus 
from six of the nine participants interviewed was the appreciation of acknowledgement 
when they called in. The third point made by Suler (2004) was asynchronicity, which 
allowed the caller to disconnect at the end of service, limiting small talk. Asychronicity 
also reflects disjointed time, because one is not responding or interacting in real time, for 
example the use of text messages in online and television ministries. Again, only one 
participant appeared to be attracted to that particular  opportunity to ease off from the 
phone unceremoniously. Point four was solipsistic introjection, where the spiritual 
message becomes a personal one without finger pointing. Again, one of the participants 
clearly mentioned this point as a positive issue. However, as a personal ideal, this would 
seem to be a good point based on the conversations between the interviewer and 
interviewees. The same with the fifth point, minimizing authority, where there is no 
figurehead staring down from the pulpit in an authoritative manner, because all of the 
participants are on the same medium, the telephone. The sixth point, true self, was found 
to be a great portion of the research. The desirability of being in the comfort of the space 
where one decides to reside during their time in virtual spirituality, and where one can be 
genuine and praise and worship with abandon. The last and seventh point in Suler’s 
theory was altering self-boundary. There were some who react negatively regarding 
anything virtual. However, when the participants become involved in this movement, 
they had to assess themselves and alter their points of view. They had to take a step out of 
their comfort zone to make full use of the experience. This study proved this point was 
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true for all of the participants interviewed. The virtual teleconference church was a first-
time experience for each one. One participant mentioned calling in just to see what it was 
about and then liked it.  
According to Suler (2004), virtual reality is attractive to participants because they 
can opt out of interaction with the other participants. However, the study found that the 
majority of the participants looked forward to partaking in the service, and they felt a 
connection as a community because of this. This study was insightful because while the 
focus was on the idea of spiritual connectivity, the research found the participants 
connected in other ways as well, with no desire for anonymity. On the contrary, the 
participants enjoyed the fact that they were acknowledged during their time on the calls. 
This study also contradicted the idea that those attending a virtual teleconference church 
would do so in place of attending a brick and mortar church. The research found that the 
majority of the participants were comfortable attending both church services, and they 
had no issues within the brick and mortar church. However, two of the participants who 
did not go at all to the brick and mortar church were deterred by the lack of access to the 
church and by the way they were treated. One participant who did not go at all to the 
brick and mortar church was affected by lack of handicapped accessibility; however, he/ 
she is determined to go back after his/her physical disabilities have been healed. All of 
the participants intended to continue attending the virtual teleconference church.  
This study was centered around how the virtual teleconference church informed 
the spiritual experience and whether the teleconference church is more beneficial for the 
aged. However, age only was rarely mentioned as a direct reason for attending the virtual 
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teleconference church. Convenience, on the other hand, was directly related to 
attendance.  
The participants of this study aligned with Suler’s (2016) viewpoint regarding 
synchronicity and being on the call in real time. This allowed the participants to interact 
with the pastor, church leaders, and the other participants. The results of this study 
indicate the virtual teleconference church has the potential to be a growing phenomenon, 
allowing for alternatives, and or additional spiritual building tool. These results speak to 
the observations made by Hutchings (2007). 
The purpose of this qualitative study was to establish whether the phenomenon of 
the virtual church could be an alternate means of a spiritually fulfilling experience. This 
study specifically looked at the possibility of an alternative to the brick and mortar church 
for the elderly congregant who was unable to go out to the church house yet still sought 
spiritual growth and guidance (Erichsen & Büssing, 2013). 
The research questions that guided this study and the results of the research are as 
follows: 
1. How do individuals who are elderly describe their decision to attend a virtual 
church? 
The nine participants interviewed made the decision to call into the virtual 
teleconference church because of a need. They were invited to call in, and they wanted 
the connectivity of shared spirituality. As mentioned previously in this chapter and in 
Chapter 4, one participant was curious and wanted to know what it was all about because 
he/she was involved in a discussion regarding this new way of attending church.   
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2. How do individuals who are elderly describe their experiences of attending a 
virtual church?  
The nine participants described their experience as, overall, positive, fulfilling, 
spiritually uplifting, feeling connected to the other callers, able to express themselves, 
supportive, convenient, easy to access by telephone, comfortable, and having a feeling of 
acknowledgement and a sense of community. 
3. How do individuals who are elderly compare their experiences of attending a 
virtual church to that of their experiences attending a brick and mortar church? 
Of the nine participants interviewed, eight compared their experiences in the 
virtual teleconference church with their experience in the brick and mortar church; five 
stated there was no difference in the experience. Of the nine participants, eight found 
community in the virtual teleconference church, while only three mentioned community 
in the brick and mortar church. Five participants mentioned convenience of time in the 
virtual teleconference church, and no one mentioned convenience of time as a factor in 
the brick and mortar church. Eight participants spoke of easy access to the virtual 
teleconference church, and six spoke of the same in the brick and mortar church. Six 
participants mentioned acknowledgement in the virtual teleconference church, and four 
stated they felt acknowledged in the brick and mortar church. Eight participants felt more 
comfortable in the virtual teleconference church, and no one mentioned being 
comfortable in the brick and mortar church. Eight participants shared an overall positive 
experience in the virtual teleconference church, while six had an overall positive 
experience in the brick and mortar church. Two participants stated they missed the 
physical contact received in the brick and mortar church. Eight participants said they 
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were spiritually fulfilled in the virtual teleconference church, while four said they 
received spiritual fulfillment in the brick and mortar church. Eight participants stated they 
were treated well in the virtual teleconference church, and six shared they were treated 
well in the brick and mortar church. 
This study was significant in its examination of the the elderly’s participation in a 
virtual church service, that was uniquely a virtual teleconference church, and yet they still 
experienced a spiritual connection although they were not physically in a brick and 
mortar church. The results established alternative ways for spiritual fulfillment without 
going into a physical church setting. This researcher looked for weaknesses in the data, 
such as confusion when callers interacted, and any issues that distracted from the 
participants’ experiences on the telephone conference. There was no confusion 
mentioned in the interviews by the interviewees.  
This researcher also considered the effects of the lack of physical contact with 
fellow church attendees and lack of visual creativity, for example, praise dancers. Two 
participants mentioned a lack of physicality, and one mentioned missing the visual 
stimulation. 
This researcher noted the interactions between the three millennial age college 
student interviewers and the elderly participants they interviewed. The information 
gathered from the dialogue intrigued the younger interviewers, arousing an interest in 
calling into the virtual teleconference church. The age gap between the interviewer and 
the interviewee became non-existent during the interview.   
This study adds to any current research regarding the virtual church. The 
implications of the findings of this research, based on a small Christian population 
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attending a virtual teleconference church, suggest there is a place in the Christian 
community for virtual church services that are interactive. At this time, the only fully 
nonphysical interactive church known to this researcher is virtual teleconference church.  
Implications of Findings  
Denomination and physical connection is a non-issue. The virtual 
teleconference church has had various denominations of people call into the lines over 
the time it has been in existence. The study group, who are defined as elderly, represented 
three denominations of the Christian faith: Catholic, Baptist, and non-denominational 
Christian. The participants felt they received spiritual uplifting from the pastor who was a 
non-denominational Christian, teaching biblical principles. There were no liturgical 
practices observed, and therefore no one was offended.  
According to Reverend Craig McMullen, the activist co-pastor of the Dorchester 
Temple Baptist Church in Boston “the connection of faith based populations is the 
reciprocity between those like-minded people who come together to worship” (Putnam, 
2000, p. 66). Reverend McMullen further stated, “The church is people. It’s not a 
building; it’s not an institution, even. It is relationships between one person and the next” 
(Putnam, 2000, p. 66). This research showed that the elderly in this study did not have to 
be in the same physical space to worship together, as long as they had the same intentions 
for the same experience.   
Although seven of the nine participants implied they would continue to attend 
their brick and mortar because of tradition, they also stated they would continue to call 
into the virtual teleconference church. The implication is that they enjoyed the physicality 
of the brick and mortar church, so they can satisfy the denominational aspect of what they 
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were accustomed. However, they felt a very strong connection to the pastor and callers of 
the virtual teleconference church where they were spiritually fed, were comfortable in the 
surroundings they desired to be in during the service, and they were acknowledged for 
who they are whether they had physically met the other callers on the line or not. 
These findings led to the realization that the teleconference virtual church can be 
a suitable alternative for all elderly Christians, regardless of the denomination, who are or 
are not able to attend a brick and mortar church. If the option were available, attainment 
was no issue to the participants because the callers could be in any capacity and in any 
place, if they had a phone, and could hear. This alternative service could be a gradual 
segue to full attendance by the elderly who have the ability to attend the brick and mortar 
church, yet over time, may become incapable of physical attendance. This study also 
brought the realization of the importance of virtual teleconference church as a 
consideration for brick and mortar churches, for the benefit of the elderly in the 
congregation. 
Connectivity in a virtual environment. According to Putnam (2000) “social 
capital refers to connections among individuals—social networks and the norms of 
reciprocity and trustworthiness that arise from them” (p. 19). Of the nine participants in 
the study, eight discussed connecting with others in the virtual teleconference church. 
The point of connection was not physical, but it was part of the teleconference network 
that included the pastor and the other participants on the call. The study participants felt 
connected even though, in some cases, they had never met the other callers. Another 
observation was the connection of the callers across the country. Some were able to share 
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the worship service with family members in a different location that was otherwise not a 
possibility if they opted to solely attend a brick and mortar church. 
Age and gender had no bearing on the feelings of connectivity, and all 
participants had an opportunity to participate if they wanted to or not. The participants 
were excited that they were referred to by name. 
Importance of interaction. During this study, these points made by Suler (2016) 
significantly stood out: 
1. “For some people, fuller sensory experiences generate a greater sense of 
presence, stimulate more emotions, and encourage a stronger psychological 
commitment to the situation” (pp. 38-39).  
2. “A hearty sensory environment provides more immediate clarity about where 
you are, who you are, what you are doing, and what specific meanings you 
find in that situation, as compared to the usually more ambiguous text 
environment” (p. 39).  
3. “We reach a fuller level of presence when we can interact with the 
environment rather than simply witness it” (p. 57).  
4. “We experience the presence of others more fully through their reaction to our 
presence. Human presence is reciprocally interactive” (p. 60). 
The difference between the virtual teleconference church and the virtual church 
online is the ability to interact and communicate in real time, defined by Suler (2016) as 
synchronicity. With other virtual entities, including television, radio, and online 
ministries, there are few options to interact. With these ministries, the viewer/listener can 
call in or text in some instances. Suler referred to these interactions as asynchronicity 
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because they are not in real time. Along with connectivity, the research found that 
interaction was important to all participants. Involvement within either community 
appeared to be a factor for attraction to both physical and virtual environments. One 
participant mentioned the ability to share poetry and the level of involvement as a 
positive effect. The physical aspect of communication was highlighted by only one 
participant as a small issue; however, vocal interaction between the callers seemed to be 
sufficient for the other eight participants.   
Not a replacement for the brick and mortar church; however, necessary as 
an enhancement for spiritual connection. While this study identified the need for an 
interactive virtual entity, the consensus of seven of the nine participants was the desire to 
attend both the brick and mortar and the virtual teleconference churches. This revelation 
informed the study that the virtual church would not be a replacement for the brick and 
mortar church for these participants. The desire to be in a familiar, comfortable setting 
while praying and worshipping was ideal for the participants of this study, however, they 
still enjoyed the flexibility of going out to their brick and mortar church. Another 
significant factor is the choice not to get up early and get dressed to go out to the brick 
and mortar church. The need for access to a spiritual connection was the primary focus 
for the participants when they could not go to their brick and mortar churches.  
Elderly acquiesce to a changing world. The ability for the elderly to 
communicate in today’s world of technology has given this population the access to new 
ideas and environments. With the use of a telephone and a conference call number, the 
elderly can be a part of a spiritual community without leaving their homes. All of the 
participants in this study expressed the willingness to learn new technologies in order to 
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enhance their virtual spiritual experiences. Although the participants were satisfied with 
the virtual teleconference service as it was, they were open to learning a new 
functionality to create a closer experience. The idea of instituting some form of visual 
connection is a possibility.  
Limitations 
This researcher had difficulties with acquiring a study population outside of the 
study church because of the uniqueness of the virtual teleconference call churches that 
operate on a full-service scale. The only virtual churches with interactive culture were the 
Second Life churches (Boellstorff, 2008; Gelfgren & Hutchings, 2014). However, they 
were not verbally interactive. The other churches that were considered only had prayer 
calls, and they were not fully functional and church-service oriented, with a program and 
order of service in place (Appendix B). The result was a gap in the research data and a 
lack of triangulation, resulting from the thus lack of the ability to interview a larger 
population spanning a greater area.  
Because of the field limitation, the population only consisted of the elderly at the 
study church. Also, the adults over the age of 65 were limited at the study church. One of 
the elderly teleconference church listeners did not feel her answers would be adequate 
because she has memory issues. Another did not follow through, or return phone calls, 
regarding participation in the study. Because of the lack of access to the elderly 
population for this study, triangulation was not available. The results were a limited field 
of data, and although the accumulated data were rich, other areas could have been 
explored with a wider range of participants.  
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Recommendations 
A broader field of participants would be greatly beneficial to the pursuit of 
knowledge in this area. An in-depth search for other virtual teleconference churches in 
and outside of New York State would be valuable. It is recommended to add to this body 
of research by researching other churches that were brick and mortar and converted to a 
virtual teleconference church, are both brick and mortar churches and also hold virtual 
teleconference services, or are solely virtual teleconference churches.  
Also, a study of the population below the age of 65 would take the research of 
virtual teleconference church to another level. The church used for this study had a larger 
population of callers under the age of 65; therefore, the study of this church populace 
would add to the research and whether they would benefit from the virtual teleconference 
call church.  
Another population that could be studied is those who are incarcerated and their 
families. The possibility of supplying a spiritual need within the penal system is 
compelling. Family members who are marginalized and ex-convicts would be an 
interesting study group as well.  
The differently-abled and homebound populace, as well as those who are in 
nursing homes, rehabilitation centers, adult living facilities, and hospice would also 
contribute to a valuable study. The virtual teleconference church could have a great 
impact on the spiritual well-being of those who cannot physically get to a brick and 
mortar church.  
The final recommendation is to look at those who have a fear of going to a brick 
and mortar church because of physical, mental, and/or health reasons. Those who are 
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limited in travel because they are intimidated by environment, cultural, or religious 
differences would also add to the limited scholarly work.  
Summary 
The ever-changing mosaic of the technological landscape can easily be adjusted 
to fit any circumstance when a population is willing to open up to a realm of new ideas. 
This study began with an overview of the Christian faith, the inception of the church 
building, and the role that the architecture played in the idea of authenticity in the 
Christian church (Duff, 2013; Schaff, 1867; Wong, 2008). The belief system, 
traditionally, as a Christian is that a church must be a brick and mortar to be valid. The 
IRS offers its own absolutes of what they consider a church and whether it is entitled to 
benefits such as exemption from paying taxes. The virtual church has come under 
scrutiny as not being a real church (Bloom 2011; Louthian & Miller, 1994).  
According to the data collected for this research, there is a need for access to a 
religious community where the elderly can interact without physically going into a brick 
and mortar church. Given that the church contains an older population, there could be 
mobility and transportation issues (Cooperman, 2012). Given that virtual reality has been 
incorporated into many areas of life today, the concept of the virtual church as an 
alternative to the brick and mortar church for the elderly was explored for this study. 
Specifically, the research sought to examine whether the virtual church is a plausible way 
to gratify the need for the religious experience without entering the physical structure and 
interacting with the community that exists inside a brick and mortar church. Religious 
historians have described the implication of the importance attributed to physically being 
inside of the building in Christian culture (Duff, 2013; Schaff, 1867; Wong, 2008). 
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However, there is another thought mentioned by other religious scholars—the need for 
the disabled, bedridden, elderly, or sick and shut-in to experience spiritual connection 
(Arcury et al., 2000). Therefore, the virtual church has a certain credibility as a different, 
albeit unconventional, means for the disabled, bedridden, elderly, or sick and shut-in to 
experience spiritual fulfillment outside of the brick and mortar church (Duff, 2013).  
This study found benefits to a specific type of virtual church—the virtual 
teleconference church. The culture of the virtual teleconference church has been found to 
overlap with the virtual and the brick and mortar churches. There are also essential 
differences in both the virtual and brick and mortar churches that the virtual 
teleconference church has managed to address. 
The brick and mortar church offers the traditional form of worship service with 
church community as a great aspect in satisfying the spiritual connection. However, many 
churches have not created a physical environment conducive to the health and well-being 
of those who have difficulty with mobility. The virtual church has established a basic 
need for those who cannot attend or willingly do not attend a brick and mortar church, yet 
they desire the spiritual connection to obtain a closer relationship within the Christian 
faith. However, the need for interaction and physical connection is not substantiated. The 
virtual church can only contribute a one-sided communication with the viewer, which is 
limited to possibly texting responses and requests. The virtual teleconference church has 
combined the need for comfort, community, connectivity, and interaction, thus creating 
an alternative or addition to the brick and mortar and virtual church entities.  
This study identified seven themes that led to the realization that an additional, if 
not alternative, resource is a necessity for consideration when evaluating the needs of the 
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elderly. Those seven themes generated 27 sub-themes, and the findings indicate comfort, 
connectivity, and interaction to be dominant. The study revealed that those 65 years of 
age and older are not necessarily ready to remove themselves from physically attending a 
brick and mortar church, although they are appreciative of the choice of an alternative. 
Those who still attended the brick and mortar church spoke of tradition, and one 
participant specifically spoke of long-time friendships as reasons for still attending the 
brick and mortar church. The sense of community within the virtual teleconference 
church, the feeling of acknowledgement, good treatment, and most importantly spiritual 
fulfillment were important within the virtual teleconference church. The well-being of the 
participants was addressed in themes of comfort, participation (having a voice, being 
heard), and connectivity. The feeling of community within the virtual teleconference 
church was strong amongst the participants of this study. The participants, with family 
members and friends in other states, appreciated the opportunity to attend worship 
services and interact with them, even if they could not see them.  
The participants also expressed that they felt no difference in the services for the 
brick and mortar and virtual teleconference churches. The participants expressed a desire 
for the brick and mortar churches to incorporate the virtual teleconference services into 
the program and to share the information with those who could not nor would not go out 
to a brick and mortar church. Each participant was committed to continuing the virtual 
teleconference church relationship. Although they expressed the ease of simplicity of 
using the telephone as a means of access to the virtual teleconference service, they also 
conveyed a desire to learn new technology to enhance the virtual teleconference church 
experience. The downsides expressed were the need for longer services and taped 
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recordings that could be purchased. Also mentioned was the lack of physical contact 
regarding sensory needs, such as hugs. 
This researcher was limited in obtaining a larger range of study participants due to 
the distinctiveness of the virtual teleconference call church as a full-service spiritual 
entity, resulting in a gap in the research data, and with an absence of triangulation. The 
drawback was a decreased elderly population that was limited to the study church and 
also the incomplete access to adults over the age of 65 at the study church.  
This researcher recommends an exhaustive search for other virtual teleconference 
churches in and outside of New York State to add to the already limited research on this 
subject. Research should include other churches that were brick and mortar churches and 
converted to virtual teleconference churches; brick and mortar churches that also hold 
virtual teleconference services; and sole virtual teleconferences. Further studies should 
also include the population below the age of 65 and the incarcerated and their families. 
The differently-abled and homebound, those in rehabilitation, adult living facilities, and 
the hospice populace, as well as those who are in nursing homes, would add value to the 
research. Finally, this researcher recommends a study of those who are intimidated by 
going to a brick and mortar church because of somatic and/or mental reasons, and who 
are restricted in travel because of their environment, cultural, or religious differences.  
This researcher ascertained the effects of the virtual church in the realm of an 
interactive context that contributed to the well-being of people who were subjected to 
certain limitations due to progression in age. The necessity for spiritual contact does not 
diminish with a person’s age, and the virtual teleconference church can fulfill the spiritual 
needs of the elderly population as a transitional, as well as permanent, source. 
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Appendix A 
Mission Statement of The Living Water Church 
PURPOSE STATEMENT FOR THE LIVING WATER CHURCH 
 
The Living Water Church is a church where the broken hearted, the down trodden, the  
abused and the rejected can come and hear about God’s love for them. Isaiah 6l: l-3 
says when speaking of the corning Messiah Jesus Christ: 
 
The Spirit of the Lord GOD is upon Me, 
Because the LORD has anointed Me 
To preach good tidings to the poor; 
He has sent Me to heal the brokenhearted, 
To proclaim liberty to the captives, 
And the opening of the prison to those who are bound; 
To proclaim the acceptable year of the LORD, 
And the day of vengeance of our God; 
To comfort all who mourn, 
To console those who mourn in Zion, 
To give them beauty for ashes, 
The oil of joy for mourning, 
The garment of praise for the spirit of heaviness; 
That they may be called trees of righteousness, 
The planting of the LORD, that He may be glorified. 
 
We want people not only to hear of God’s love for them, but see that love demonstrated 
through the way they are treated when they are with us and by the way we treat each 
other. Jesus said in the book of John 13: 34-35, “A new commandment I give to you, that you 
love one another; as I have loved you, that you also love one another.  By this all will know that 
you are My disciples, if you have love for one another.” 
 
LWC is a place where once converted, new converts will be discipled and developed into mature 
believers who can go out and be a blessing to others, making them disciples for Christ also. 
 
The Living Water Church is a holistic ministry, ministering to the total person; body 
soul and spirit. III John l:2 “Beloved, I pray that you may prosper in all things and be in 
health, just as your soul prospers. 
 
Our goal is to educate people and help them to live the victorious life Christ died to give 
them. 
 
Amen 
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Appendix B 
Order of Service 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WORSHIP SERVICE 
Sunday, Date 
 
9:00 A.M. & 6 P.M. EST 
ORDER OF SERVICE 
 
        Hospitality                                                                 Sister Mary Lee Moore 
        Opening Prayer                                                          Sister Andrea Brooks 
        Old Testament Reading                                             Sister Karen Hart/ 
                                                                                            the Lloyd family 
      
        New Testament                                                          Sister Doris McClellan/ 
                                                                                           Shelli Nelson-Russell 
 
        Poetry Ministry                                                          Sister Sonia Russell/ 
                                                                                           Sister Doris McClellan 
        Praise & Worship                                                      Congregation   
        Sermon                                                                      Pastor Ella Walcott 
        Song                            
  
        Prayer                                                                        Pastor Ella Walcott 
        Song 
        Benediction                                                               Pastor Ella Walcott 
 
 
 ALL SERVICES ARE SUBJECT TO THE LEADING OF THE HOLY SPIRIT 
Please mute your phone before service begins  thank you  
 
Dearly Beloved, 
 
Grace to you and peace from God our Father and the 
Lord Jesus Christ. 
 
I just wanted to say thank you for joining us today as 
we worship our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. We the 
Living Water Church family pray that you will be 
blessed by the Most High God as we worship together 
and that your life will be enriched by the transforming 
power of the Holy Spirit.  
 
May each worship experience leave you with a zeal, 
according to knowledge for God, and the things of 
God, and a desire to dial in and worship with us again 
and again. 
 
Please pray for us as we pray for you. 
Yours in His Service, 
Pastor Ella Walcott 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
          
           
           
   
 
         
Psalm 100 
 
1  Make a joyful shout to the LORD, all you lands! 
2    Serve the LORD with gladness; 
    Come before His presence with singing. 
3    Know that the LORD, He is God; 
    It is He who has made us, and not we ourselves; 
   We are His people and the sheep of His pasture. 
4  Enter into His gates with thanksgiving, 
    And into His courts with praise. 
    Be thankful to Him, and bless His name. 
5  For the LORD is good; 
    His mercy is everlasting, 
   And His truth endures to all generations. 
All correspondence should be forwarded to: 
Pastor Ella Walcott   
The Living Water Church  
1503 Popham Avenue   
 Bronx, New York 10453 
 
If you have a prayer request, please email: 
Pastor Ella Walcott at jaella@optonline.net,  
Sister Sonia Russell at slrministry@aol.com,  
Sister Andrea Brooks at andrearosetta@aol.com or  
thelivingwaterchurch2005@gmail.com 
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Appendix C 
Permission from The Living Water Church to Approach Congregation 
Dear Pastor Ella Walcott:  
 
As you know, I am a doctoral candidate in the Ed.D. in Executive Leadership program in 
the Ralph C. Wilson Jr. School of Education at St. John Fisher College, working under 
the direction of my dissertation chair Dr. Frances G. Wills ([e-mail address withheld]). I 
am also an ordained minister, and a member of your congregation, which is why I request 
your assistance.  
 
The purpose of my dissertation research is to ascertain whether the experience of the 
virtual church is an effective means of spiritual fulfillment.  This study is specifically 
looking at the possibility of an alternative to the brick and mortar church for the elderly 
congregant who is unable to go out to the church house yet still seeking spiritual growth 
and guidance. As you are familiar with your congregation, I am asking for your 
assistance in contacting callers who may be interested in participating in such a study.  
 
The research will consist of voice-recorded interviews with the congregants, and every 
possible measure will be taken to protect their confidentiality. For example, participants’ 
real names will be substituted for a pseudonym. Interviews will be face-to-face or by 
telephone depending on geographical locale. The recordings and collected data will be 
maintained in locked and password protected computer files. Of course, this study is fully 
approved by the St. John Fisher College IRB board (proof of approval is available upon 
request). If you are able to assist me in identifying congregants to be potential 
participants in this study, I ask that you help me acquire their contact information so that 
I may forward the attached introduction letter to your congregants. If you have any 
questions or concerns regarding my request, please do not hesitate to contact me directly. 
Thank you very much for your assistance with this request; I look forward to hearing 
from you and your congregants soon.  
 
Sincerely,  
 
Sonia L. Russell  
Doctoral Candidate  
Ralph C. Wilson Jr. School of Education, St. John Fisher College  
telephone number -347-251-1654 and e-mail address slr06566@sjfc.edu 
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Appendix D 
Letter Asking Recipients of the Participation Request to Forward Same 
Dear Caller:  
 
My name is Sonia Russell, and you may or may not know me as a congregant and 
minister with The Living Water Church. I am also a candidate for a doctoral degree in the 
St. John Fisher College Ed.D. program in Executive Leadership. My dissertation research 
explores the experiences of callers to a virtual church as compared to their experience in 
a physical church. Your input as a virtual church community member is highly valued 
and needed, and I very much appreciate your potential participation. I will ask for 
approximately two hours of your time, during which I will interview you regarding your 
experiences on the calls. Your participation and the information you share with me will 
be treated with the utmost confidentiality, and your name will never be associated with 
the information we discuss. Please understand that the participants in this study will be 
chosen based on the answers provided in the attached survey, therefore not everyone who 
is contacted will be asked to participate. If you are chosen and freely choose to participate 
in the study, you will be asked to sign an Informed Consent document.  
 
Your participation in the study will consist of an interview on the phone that should take 
no more than 45 minutes to one hour to complete. We will schedule the interview at a 
date, and time that are convenient for you. If you are interested in participating and you 
so desire, I can send you some of the initial questions in advance of the interview.  
 
As I fully understand the sensitivity of your personal privacy, your participation in this 
study will remain completely confidential. I am the only person who will know your 
identity, and your name and personally identifying information will never be associated 
with the information you share during your interview. Participation in this study is 
voluntary and not obligatory in any way, and you may choose to end your participation at 
any time. Your decision to participate or not participate will have no direct effect on you 
as a participant of The Living Water Church. Of course, this study is fully approved by 
the St. John Fisher College IRB. If you have questions or wish to express your interest in 
participating in this study, please contact me at e-mail slr06566@sjfc.edu or telephone 
347-251-1654. If you know any others involved in a virtual conference call church, 
please forward this letter and the attached survey to them as well. Thank you for your 
interest in participating in this study. I look forward to hearing from you soon.  
 
Sincerely,  
 
Sonia L. Russell 
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Appendix E 
Permission to Interview and Record Responses and Ensure Confidentiality 
Title of study: Effects of Virtual Church on the Perceived Spiritual Well-Being of the 
Elderly, Homebound or Differently-Abled: A Qualitative Study of Participants in a 
Virtual Religious Community 
 
Name of researcher: Sonia L. Russell 
 
Faculty Supervisor: Dr. Frances G. Wills 
 
Phone for further information:  
 
Purpose of study: To ascertain whether the experience of the virtual church is an effective 
means of spiritual fulfillment.  This study is specifically looking at the possibility of an 
alternative to the brick and mortar church for the elderly congregant who is unable to go 
out to the church house yet still seeking spiritual growth and guidance. 
 
Place of study: Telephone. 
 
Length of participation: Maximum one hour.  
Risks and benefits: The expected risks and benefits of participation in this study are 
explained below:  
 
As with all such interview research methodologies, there is a risk of an emotional 
response to the questions and the anxiety around the loss of time during the interview 
period. Also, the possibility of misunderstanding, being misunderstood, and/or not being 
able to hear the questions might cause unease.  
 
The benefits are determining if there is a reasonable opportunity for the same fulfilling, 
satisfying and remarkable spiritual experience perceived to be found in a brick and 
mortar institution. 
 
Method for protecting confidentiality/privacy: Participants’ identities will be protected 
through the use of pseudonyms assigned prior to the commencement of interview, with 
the key and all electronic data stored in a password protected file. Hard copy files for this 
study will be protected via storage in a locked cabinet and made available only to the 
researcher. 
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Your rights: As a research participant, you have the right to:  
1. Have the purpose of the study, and the expected risks and benefits fully  
    explained to you before you choose to participate.  
2. Withdraw from participation at any time without penalty.  
3. Refuse to answer a particular question without penalty.  
4. Be informed of appropriate alternative procedures or courses of     
    treatment, if any that might be advantageous to you.  
5. Be informed of the results of the study.  
 
I have read the above, received a copy of this form, and I agree to participate in the 
above-named study.  
Print name (Participant)  
 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
Signature  
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
Date  
 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
Print name (Investigator)  
 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
Signature 
 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
Date  
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
If you have any further questions regarding this study, please contact the researcher listed 
above.  
 
If you experience emotional or physical discomfort due to participation in this study, 
please contact the Health and Wellness Center at (585) 385-8280 for appropriate 
referrals.  
 
The Institutional Review Board (IRB) of St. John Fisher College has reviewed this 
project. For any concerns regarding this study and/or if you experience any physical or 
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emotional discomfort, you can contact Jill Rathbun by phone at ____________ or by e-
mail at: irb@sjfc.edu. 
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Appendix F 
Interview Protocol 
Open-Ended Questions 
1. Do you belong to a brick and mortar church? 
a. If yes, where did you attend, and what is the proximity to where you live? 
b. Do you still attend a physical church? If yes or no, why? 
c. How do/did you feel about ease of access in and out of the building? 
d. How do/did you feel about the way you are treated within the church from 
the time you walk in, through the service, until you leave? 
e. If no, what reason did you decide to attend your first service virtually 
instead of physically? 
 
2. How did you find out about this conference call virtual church? 
3. How did you make the decision to call in? 
a. Is it your intention to continue to call in to this virtual church? 
b. If yes, why? If no, why not? 
 
4. What is your religious affiliation, or denomination? 
a. How would you compare the virtual experience to your particular 
denomination? 
 
5. How would you describe your experience worshipping in a virtual church? 
6. Where do you feel most comfortable attending the conference call service? 
a. Why? 
b. Does anyone else in your household join you on the call? If so how many 
and whom? 
 
7. How do you reconcile the feeling of a community when there is no physical 
contact? 
8. How do you feel about expressing your spirituality – (please be specific). 
a. In the brick and mortar church? 
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b. In the virtual church? 
 
9. Would you be willing to learn a technical application in order to gain a more 
fulfilling experience in the spiritual virtual reality realm? 
10. Is there any downside that you find in attending a virtual church? 
11. Do you have any additional comments regarding your experience as a virtual 
church attendee? 
 
